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THE ENCHANTING POET for ISSUE-X 2010

Patricia Prime, New Zealand.

Patricia Prime is one of the most deeply respected Internationally acclaimed poet.She is co-
editor of the haiku journal Kokako, a selection editor for Haibun Today, reviews editor of the
Australian online magazineStylus, one of the judges for the Seashell Game for Haiku
Presence (UK), and poetry judge for MetVerse Muse (India). Patricia has won several
awards for her haiku, tanka and haibun, and has published several books of collaborative
poetry: Sweet Penguins, The Place Where, Every Drop Stone Pebble (with two other poets),
and her own collection, Accepting Summer. She has edited an anthology of new and
established New Zealand writers, Something Between Breaths. Patricia has recently
published a renku,Saint Brigid's Day, written with two UK poets, and a self-published haiku
chapbook, East Cape, in collaboration with Catherine Mair. Patricia is working on a collection
of her tanka. She has contributed a great deal to the growth of poetic essence among
masses not only through her poetry but her book reviews and interviews.
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The Suspended Coffins of Bo
We end our trip with a walk at sunrise up to a peak. By the time we near our destination the sun makes
the rocky trails easier to see. Farmers and women with bundles of firewood appear from nowhere,
warning us of hazards ahead.

We come to visit the remnants of the Bo culture. While the Bo flourished, tens of thousands of their
caskets were here, suspended in mid-air. Now, along the mountain cliffs, only a few hundred remain in
clusters above Crab Stream. Cut from a single piece of hardwood, each weighs several hundred
kilograms. While some are found in natural caves on rock crevices, others hang mid-way between heaven
and earth by wooden stakes fastened in holes bored into the cliff face, 20 to 100 metres above the ground.

We ask our guide: Why are the coffins hung from high cliffs? Does some part of the Bo people still
exist? Where might they be? His answer is a mere shrug of his shoulders.

Bo coffins

adrift

like nests in a tree

scarlet bamboo poles

anchor them in place

green strands

of the spring trees

do not remain

on the mountain’s rocky face

but wither

looking to

the guide’s voice

for direction

through we cannot see him

he is still here

by Patricia Prime, New Zealand.
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Editor’s Choice

K Satchidanandan is a major Indian Poet, Editor, Critic and Translator. He was the Editor of Indian
literature Journal and the Executive head of Sahitya Akademy. He has to his credit 22 collections
of poetry besides many selections, 16 collections of translations of poetry and 19 collections of
essays on literature, language and society-three of them in English- besides four plays and three
travel narratives.

AN ATTEMPT AT CONVERSATION

We live within a knife,

a knife raised by someone else.

It is someone else’s heart

that gets pierced.

That blood blinds us.

We bathe in blood before we eat,

bathe in blood before we mate.

Blood, even in our dreams.

2

Ezhuthachan’s parrot(1)

roosts on a television cable

that blows across the boiling street.

She has not even a star’s ray in her beaks.

Her wings are bleeding too.

3

I too would have become a knife

if I had no tears.

It was my mother who gave me tears.

I was drowned in the music of that woman

who did not know how to sing.

4

I had longed to be a girl.

In my childhood, I would darken my eyes

and dance before mirrors in short skirts,

No more. I don’t want this body to be

torn by twenty men in one night.

And please, my beloved, don’t carry

a third girl into the light of the day.

5

The pearls I raised from

my mother’s tears
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could not light up any sea.

Only a girl somewhere heard their call

and opened her eyes to become a flower.

6

Knives don’t speak to flowers.

It only splits apart roads and lands,

enter each heart and scream,

which is your religion,

enter each word and roar,

which is your party.

7

Asan’s Sita sits between the forest and the fire(2)

her husband gave her

and remembers the sacrifice

of Ravana who first taught her

what love is.

Her womb aches for a rakshasa child(3)

as intense as her Ravana..

8

Words of love have been exhausted.

Each word is now a piece of a

broken wine-bottle.

We hurt each other with that.

To love is to drink each other’s blood,

when the world pastes

the court notice on our doors.

9

Our language is dead.

The one who wrote it has escaped.(4)

We still carry that corpse,

like a vetal. (5)

Its questions find no answers

in the birds’ twitter

or the anklets’ jingle.

10

Those who used to stammer

have begun to speak fluently.

And I make indistinct noises like a man

whose tongue has been chopped off.

A wind tells me everything will be retrieved.

I whip myself to believe it.

11

Gulmohars bloom

on the banks of Brahmaputra.

You are not in this room.

My shoulders ache again:

may be to carry one more corpse.
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Or may be to grow a wing

that no knife can chop off.

A Jatayu beats its broken wings(6)

in the sharp sun outside.

By K. Satchidanandan

( Translated from Malayalam by the poet )

(1)Ezhuthachan, the 16th century author of the
Malayalam Ramayana makes a parrot tell the tale
of Rama.

(2) Asan( Kumaran Asan)wrote a poem “Sita’s
Lament” where Sita crtiques Rama’s idea of
morality.

(3) Ravana belonged to the rakshasa clan which
according to the legend is an evil clan, though
many think it must have been just a clan of dark-
skinned people.

(4)A reference to Subramaniadas, a young radical
who committed suicide leaving a note that our
language is dead.

(5) Vetal, asphinx-like figure in the Vikramaditya
Tales puts puzzling questions to the King.

(6) The holy bird in Ramayana, whose wings are
choppd off by Ravana for trying to rescue Sita
when he was carrying her to Lanka.
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Inner Chatter

I sit and watch
stream of thoughts
flowing through my mind
negative, disconnected.
soundless inner conversations
continuous,
irrelevant, contradictory, defying
uncontrolled inner chatter

slowly taking possession
of your entire being
without your permission,
a creation of the mind
the source of all worry
The inner chatter
your true master.

no cessation of speech,
never a moment’s respite
a kind of madness

I need to escape
from my own being
from one’s inner chatter
talk with me
I want to speak out not speak in

Rescue me
from this full-fledged lunatic asylum
that’s running inside my head
this expression of insanity

I want a release
from the mind,
inventor all my miseries
living your life for me.
I want to take that quantum leap
towards freedom

By Tikuli Dogra, India

Through Fluorescent Eyes

Beneath the sod the Earth does tread
In the natural extent there was always thought's
inside my head/
Torn/
Throughout violet fluorescent eyes
We vividly see through a tiny lens;
Then the portal appears
Grafted in once again
With stone upon the waterfront
You could only see through delicate eyes/
That winsome smile of the child
A haunted call of the wild/
We wrote a nice song on the soft lined
parchment paper
While loaded with melancholy fear/
No one ever shed a tear ?

Then the Earth began to shake ?

In this fast paced life of the give and take/
Through delicate fluorescent eyes

I began to see a modest reflection
Some may have transformed into an angel of
light ?
Amidst the journey toward our papal flight !
Yet through prayer there develops a bit of
peace/

We will slowly learn to turn over a brand new
leaf,
Bow the knee to the heavenly chief
Leaving behind a life of monkey see to monkey
do
Through the fluorescent eyes we can see all of
those hidden lies/

It is for all of us to go forth to choose !

By Mario William Vitale
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(A tribute to the environment and
letting it blossom uninhibitedly in
its pristine glory - by switching
over to epaper instead of
ruthlessly
felling trees for paper.)

Epaper

Believe me. Trees astoundingly
procreate like we do; the fruits
that
they compassionately bear for times
immemorial; is an irrefutably
invincible testimonial to the same.

Believe me. Trees are as equally
emotional as us; the whispers that
they timelessly emanate into at the
tiniest insinuation of crackling
thunder; is an brilliantly
undaunted testimonial to the same.

Believe me. Trees symbiotically
defecate like we do; the
sporadically
formed pools of moisture near their
stem; is an marvelously undeterred
testimonial to the same.

Believe me. Trees uninhibitedly
diffuse into unsurpassable
happiness
like we do; the beautifully
unfettered rustling of their leaves
at the
first rays of golden dawn; is a
regally vibrant testimonial to the
same.

Believe me. Trees dance as
vivaciously as we do; the
ebulliently
enchanting swaying of their
branches at the onset of
ecstatically
blessed spring; is a marvelously
spell-binding testimonial to the
same.

Believe me. Trees get as blissfully
mesmerized as we do; the
impeccable sheath of poignant dew
on their leaves every milky

midnight; is a unfathomably
impregnable testimonial to the
same.

Believe me. Trees get as naturally
fatigued as we do; the pathetically
drooping periphery of their
demeanor at impoverished sunset; is
a
spectacularly unshakable
testimonial to the same.

Believe me. Trees have as much
unhindered sensuality as we do; the
freshly born tendrils unassailably
clinging to the branches under
spurts of torrentially rhapsodic
rain; is a bountifully undeniable
testimonial to the same.

Believe me. Trees are as
thunderously volatile as us; their
metamorphosing into an unimaginably
anguished scarlet at the sight of
innocent being mercilessly beheaded
beside them; is an unflinchingly
peerless testimonial to the same.

Believe me. Tees are as uncannily
secretive as us; the
surreptitiously
mystical reverberating of their
stalks at the settling of darkness;
is
an incorrigibly irretrievable
testimonial to the same.

Believe me. Trees are as
diminutively erring as us; the
intermittent
oomph’s of frustration wafting from
their imperfectly corrugated
persona all day and night; is a
supremely infallible testimonial to
the same.

Believe me. Trees are as
fantastically innovative as us; the
incessant
unfurling of limitlessly panoramic
beauty from their visage every
moment; is an irrevocably unnerving
testimonial to the same.

Believe me. Trees harbor the same
sense of united oneness as we do;
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their altruistically sharing their
fruit with organisms of every
caste; creed and color alike; is an
immutably handsome testimonial to
the same.

Believe me. Trees are blessed with
the same aura of tireless
perseverance as we are; their
slowly and slowly culminating into
gigantically unparalleled foliage
from just a minuscule seed; is an
indomitably royal testimonial to
the same.

Believe me. Trees are as
insuperably eclectic as us; their
amazingly
tenacious grit to acclimatize to
every season; storm and rain,
singing; blossoming; defending;
sequestering; all at the same time;
is
a pricelessly sacred testimonial to
the same.

Believe me. Trees are as
incredulously reactive as us; the
curling of
their branches at the tiniest
innuendo of danger and unfurling of
their leaves full throttle at the
first beams of fresh morning; is an
unbelievably miraculous testimonial
to the same.

Believe me. Trees are as sacredly
worshipping as us; their
inexhaustibly existing in synergy
with God’s unceasingly vivid
environment; is a boundlessly
effulgent testimonial to the same.

Believe me. Trees are as much
holistically breathing as us; the
wind
perpetually exhaling from even the
most infinitesimal pore of their
emolliently serrated skin; is an
unconquerably undefeated
testimonial
to the same.

Believe me. Trees are as immortally
loving as us; the unbreakable

relationships that they form with
every conceivably philanthropic
entity of the atmosphere and
beyond; is a timelessly exemplary

testimonial to the same.

So. The Next time you think of
chopping a tree for “Paper” or
spuriously turgid bonfires to
passionately enlighten your every
dreary
night; remember that you’d be
insanely annihilating one human of
your
own kind,

Instead. I’d humbly suggest
friends. Please switch over to
Lightening
fast and non-invasively state-of-
the-art Modern Technology. Please
switch over to the unlimitedly
bountiful Internet. Please switch
over
to harmlessly innocuous; yet
majestically sparkling and E-PAPER.

By Nikhil Parekh, India.
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Emergence of Feminist Perspective in Recent Indian-English Woman Poets

By Dr. Ram Sharma.

Indian women poets writing in English from Toru Dutt to Kamla Das
and from Sarojini Naidu to Suniti Namjoshi reveal the
mind-boggling variety of theme as well as style that poetry is capable
of offering. In the last fifty years absorbing a variety of
influences, dealing with a range of themes and generating diverse
Striates of poetic expression. Each one of them has tried to speak in a
distinctly personal voice, yet they form a part of chorus , a
collective voice asserting the autonomy of women. It needs to be
remembered that poetry written by women need not be viewed only as
feminist poetry. In fact the belief that one is a woman is almost as
absurd and obscurantist as the belief that is a man. However,
literature by women tends to get marginalized because of the disparate
tendencies of reception to their writings. In writing and
particularly in writing poetry women are allotted personal but not
public space, a private but not a political or rhetorical voice. Women
poets have often raised their voice against social and cultural
conventions that constrained their freedom and perpetrated a sort of
institutional subjection of women. Women writers assert that the
creation of a community of women is necessary antidote to the excess
of individualism. They believe that women need to explore their
collective consciousness and shared experience in order to transcend
the fragmentation and isolation of their lives.

With regards to the new trends and techniques in women’s poetry there
is a remarkable movement connecting the domestic with the public
spheres of work. Increased metropolitan activities, sophisticated life
styles, globalization, urbanized influences of pop, disco and cafe
culture, Anglo-Americanization and the public and convent education of
the present generation of women poets have made their poetic language,
chiseled, sharp, pithy and effortless. The deconstructive strategies
of narrative and conceptual frames, along with the simultaneous
assimilation of pan-Indian elements have made their poetry a
formidable area of study and research. Other than the skillful use of
standard poetic devices, the semiotic, symbolical and metaphorical
properties of language help to emphasize the feminist strategies of
interrogation. The fissures and fragments of post-modern life are
questioned and reflected in the highly experimental diction. The
problems of sociological vis-à-vis literary politics, of gender
inequities of margilization and sub-humanisatione of women, of their
social and artistic exclusion and of the dominant need for inclusion
and democratization, all contribute towards the distinctive character
of this poetry. For the first time, mapping out new terrains the
poetry of such Indian women poets bring forth the suppressed desires,
lust, sexuality and gestational experiences. This new poetry is new
forms of new thematic concerns of contemporary issues has changed the
course of human civilization as the country entered the new
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millennium.

As such, it does not remain isolated from the global trends and can be
corroborated by the fact that it has incorporated itself the
manifestations of the feminist movements that swept through Europe,
America, Canada, and Australia since 1960s. At the same time in India
appeared the poetry of Kamla Das , Eunice de Souza , Mamta Kalia,
Tara Patel , Imtiaz Kalia, Gauri Deshpande , Suniti Namjoshi,Gauri
Pant, Lakshmi Kannan, Vimla Rao,Meena Alexander, Margaret
Chatterjee, Charmayne D’Souza , Mamta Kalia, Sujata Bhatt etc.
Tejdeep Menka Shivdasni and a few other women poets who not only
totally upset the phallogocentric discourse of Indian English poetry
by introducing in it a new array of thematic contents in new voices,
but relate their experiences in their art from a broad spectrum of
styles.

Kamla Das is one of pioneering post-independence Indian English poets
who have contributed immensely to the growth and development of modern
Indian English poetry. Her poetry could be divided into three
categories-positive poems negative poems and poems about her grand
mother and ancestral house, leaving aside of few poems of some minor
observations. The love poems where she expresses her happiness and the
poems where she expresses her resentment against unfulfilled love may
be termed as positive and negative poems respectively.
“The Freaks” is a negative poem in which love turns to lust. The woman
in the poem complains bitterly against the attitude of her man because
there is no love between them and what keeps them together for a
moment is the lust of the blood. The physical appearance of the man is
repelling to the woman because his cheek is ‘Sustained’, mouth ‘a
bark cavern’ and teeth ‘uneven’. There is no love between them and as
he puts his right hand on her knee, “they only wander, tripping/Idly
over puddles of Desire”. ‘Desire’ here is personified. It stands for
lust-mere carnal desire devoid of warmth of love and affection. Thus,
the Woman asks angrily :
Can’t this man with
Nimble finger tips unleash
Nothing more alive than the
Skin’s lazy hungers?
What she wants is tenderness, heart correspondence and love beyond
desire, which the man fails to fulfill as he is indifferent to her as a
person. She knows that no outsider will rescue her as love is a matter
between a man and a woman and exclusively a personal and private
affair, thus she asks :

Who can
Help us who have lived so long
And have failed in love?
The answer to this question is an implicit ‘no’. The heart of the
woman becomes empty and ironically it is filled up with ‘Coiling
Snakes of silence………..’. A snake that ‘Coils in silence’ will bite at
the first opportunity and that is what she does when spits venom on
the loveless life between a man and a woman. The imagery used here is
appropriate to the context. The snake is an archetypal symbol of sex.
When love becomes mere lust, the woman expresses her disgust. Because
what she needs is tenderness both lovable and lasting resulting in
their consummation of love. In desperation she concludes :
I am a freak. It’s only
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To save my face, I flaunt, at
Times, a grand, flamboyant lust.
Kamala Das’ Reminiscences of childhood at Nalapat House, her family
home, are tinged with nostalgia as in “My Grand-mother’s House” and “A
Hot Noon in Malabar”. Her Grand-mother and the ancestral house
dominate quite a few memorable poems. The house is a symbol of
rootedness and sense of belonging to a place, In “My Grand Mother’s
House”, the poet recalls the house, where she once received love and
the old woman (i.e. the Grand-mother) who loved her dearly. She is
nostalgic about it and the memory of the Grand-mother makes her
pensive. The poem begins with a note of nostalgia :
There is a house now for away where once
I received love….. the woman died.
Following the death of the Grand-mother a great change comes over the
house. In the words of the poet,
The house withdrew into silence, Snakes moved
Among books I was then too young
To read, and my blood turned cold like the moon.
Through subtle imagery and figures of speech the poet brings out the
changes in the house in the form of unused books and books that have
been damaged due to lack of attention, which turned the blood of the
poetic persona ‘cold like the moon’. In almost a wordsworthian venin
she recalls the past to write poetry as ‘the emotion recollected in
tranquility”. Thus she writes :
How often I think of going
There, to peer through blind eyes of windows
Or just listen to the frozen air,
Or in wild despair; pick an armful of
Darkness to bring it here to lie behind my
Bedroom door like a brooding
Dog…… You cannot believe, darling,
can you, that I lived in such a house and
Was proud and loved.

Kamala Das deeply loved and admired her grandmother. In a different
situation, Kamala Das laments over the death of her Grandmother and
decline of her ancestral place. In ‘Composition’ Das writes :
The only secrets I always
Withhold
Are that I am so alone
And that I miss my Grndmother.

“A Hot Noon in Malaber” is another poem about her ancestral place.
Here she recalls the activities of the people in a hot after noon.
With all its peculiarities like ‘beggars with whining voice’, men
coming ‘from hills with parrots in a cage and fortune-cars’, ‘brown
Kurava girls’, ‘bangles-sellers’, ‘strangers’, and ‘wildmen’ coming to
Malabar, the place fascinates her without end. Staying away from
Malabar is a kind of torture for her. The hot afternoon seems to
bubble with activities like buying and selling of bangles,
‘fortune-telling’ by fortune tellers and giving arms to beggars. But
the afternoon is not without its perils for ‘stranger’ and ‘wildmen’
visit the place. The poet puts it in its proper perspective in the
following lines :
Is this a noon for strangers with mistrust in
Their eyes, dark, silent ones who rarely speak
At all, so that when they speak, their voices
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Run wild, like jungle-voice. Yes, this is
A noon for wild men, wild thoughts, wild love.
Betrayal in love and physical exploitation underline the agony of the
woman expressed in “The Sunshine Cat”. The poet describes the plight
of a woman who has become a victim to the lust of many men. The poem,
as usual with Kamala Das, begins abruptly with a conversational tone
and colloquial speech rhythm. The opening lines almost read like news
paper item imparting sensational news :
They did this to her, the men who knew her,
the men/she loved, who loved her not enough, being
selfish/and a coward, the husband who neither loved
nor/used her, but was a ruthless watcher, and
the band/of cynics she turned to, clinging to
their chests where/new hair sprouted like great
winged moths, burrowing her/face into their
smells and their young lusts to forget.
To forget, oh, to forget
The woman it complaining as it were, against male chauvinism but the
remedy is out of her reach. They were king only to be cruel when they
“let her slide from pegs of sanity into/a bed made soft with tears.”
Her husband was the worst of the lot who confined her “to a room of
books till she was cold and/half-dead woman, now of no use at all to
men.” This is one of the negative poems of Kamala Das in which the
bitterness is loudly pronounced.
“The Invitation” is not easy to read, for here, a complex thought
pattern has been infused into the loose structure and thereby demands
a close study of the text. The beloved invites the sea to take her
away or wipe out her bitter memory of being jilted in love. She, as it
were, invokes the sea :
Oh Sea, let me shrink or grow, slosh up,
Slide down, go your way.
I will go mine.
The complaint against the lover is bitter and images chosen area
appropriate to the context :
He came to me between
Long conferences, a fish coming up
For air, and was warm in my arms
And inarticulate ..........
The lover is likened to fish coming up for fresh air and diving deep
when the need is over. The image of sex and note of betrayal go
together. Since ‘the man is gone for good’, it would be foolish to
wait for him. But the memory lingers on and the pangs of separation
abides. Thus she recalls :
On the bed with him, the boundaries of
Paradise had shrunk to a mere
Six by two and afterwards, when we walked
Out together, they
Widened to hold the unknowing city the sea.
The sea seems to console her and offers a way out by saying ‘End in
me, cries the sea’. The woman (i.e. the protagonist) of the poem to
have entered into a dialogue with the sea by unveiling her heart and
seeking consolation in order to get rid of this mental tension and
physical separation. Thus, she recalls:

All through that Summer’s afternoons we lay
On bees, our limbs inert, cells expanding
Into throbbing suns. The heat had
Blotted our thoughts….. Please end this whiplash
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of Memories, cries
The woman being young, the waiting is still there for the lover to
come. “I am still young/and need that man for construction
and/Destruction”, says the woman. With the rise and fall of tides in
the sea, the passion of the woman rises and falls and the longing for
the man becomes irresistible. Thus the poem ends with an invitation to
the lover, justifying its title :
The tides beat against the walls, they
Beat in childish……
Darling, forgive me, how long can one resist
Kamla Das`s poetry reveals that the gap between the larger feminist
consciousness of women whose issues were being voiced has reduced
considerably. The colonial exotic has now redefined not only her
sexuality but also created suitable alternatives.
Gauri Despande is a name that the critic and reader of Indian English
poetry cannot bypass without leaving a conspicuous lacuna in his
repertorie.The canon of her poetry so far includes three collections
, namely , Between Births( 1968), Lost Love(1970) and Beyond the
Slaughterhouse( 1972)The first collection Between Births opens
seriously with the reflection on death for whom poet is waiting.The
relationship is immediately defined in metaphor of a tardy lover ,
further strengthened in the concluding lines of the poem whera a
characteristically Indian allusion to the saptapadi ( seven steps),
the ritual that confirms a Hindu marriage, is used,
And walk the seven steps,
With him that`ll make him,
My ally

(p1)
Unlike an established poet like Kamla Das whose flights are usually
circular, Gauri Deshpande`s encounter with life is multipronged,
subtle, restrained and mature, with a cultivated idiom, making her a
more impressive and readable poet.
Margaret Chatterjee, a human poet , has five collections to her
credit. They are; The Spring and The Spectacle[1967] ,Towards the
Sun[1970], The Sandalwood Tree[1972], The Sound Of Wings[1978] and The
Rimless World[1987]
Margaret`s intensity of feelings evolves its own rhythm, which is
beautiful. Poems based on her personal experience are her most moving
poems.She has a complete grasp over various human, philosophic and
political situations.In the poem entitled`` 15 th August`` the new
Indian woman seeks to empower herself in the context of both
patriarchy and imperialism. The female protagonist speaks
``--- the pagent of the past,
Pushed us and left us,

Standing on the edge of opportunity,
With dreams in our heart

Menka Shivadasni’s poetry hold together a private world of chaotic
emotions through its logical development and its strikingly
imaginative icons. Her Nirvana at Ten Rupees (1990) is a careful
selection spanning twelve year’s work. Shivdasni, a well-travelled
journalist who worked for a year in Honkong, was one of the founding
members of the Bombay Poetry Circle in 1986. In her poetry, she had
anticipated many of the new characteristics of Bombay poetry as it
would develop during the 1990s. Her poems can be broadly categorized
under three types of skeptical attitudes which reveal the writer’s
preoccupation with pessimism. The first category deals with the
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relationship between man and God, the second, with the human
predicament and the third with the women’s condition. In all three
cases the life has hit her so hard that the situation is desperate and
pathetic and death seems to be the only escape from the generally
disturbing experiences of life. Her horrors and temptations of living
alone I a small flat, the anxieties of a single life which get
complicated by being a woman, the sordid world of sex, drugs, broken
relationship and the aftermath are portrayed in strake reality. She
traces her own transition from a believer to an atheist in the very
first poem of the collection, ‘The Atheist’s Confession. ‘The poem
starts with nostalgia of rosy faith in the “earth god” when she “ate
Prasad only after a bath” is contrasted with a later stage when “gods
no longer smiled when I prayed” because she had framed her cold logic
that “They couldn’t/They were of stone./”and eventually comes the
final word that “God didn’t exist.” The writer’s uncertainly regarding
the existence of God is further evidenced in the poems ‘Are You Three’
and ‘Somewhere on the Streets.’ The tedious nature, the sheer monotony
of the modern mechanized existence is described in ‘Destination’ where
the daily commuter’s journey in the second class railway compartment
is between Church gate and insanity. Another poem ‘Schoolgirl No More’
displays the modern women’s predicament that having spent a lifetime
in acquiring bookish knowledge at school, “nothing measures up to what
it should. “Geography taught her the vastness of space, history not to
live in the past and English Literature “That I belong nowhere.
Physics, Einstein and his theory of relativity taught her to hate
everything including herself. So mere acquisition of knowledge is
fruitless without its moderation through contact with wisdom, seems to
be the leit motif of many of Shivdasni’s poems.
In the poem Safe-I Think, ‘the human being is compared with a palm,
tree, the coconuts of which are likened to the tears of human beings.
The coconuts are “wrenched” for profit. Despite thinking that it is
safe for the next one hundred and fifty years the trees are surviving
under the permanent fear of destruction. The modern man’s threatened
condition is reflected in the concluding lines that offer a comment on
the ever-growing materialistic attitude of people who are simply not
concerned with the life and feelings of others :
……Twenty four
ridges on a coconut tree are not
150 years, unless some bureaucrat
worried about his job, orders
me cut because I’m standing
in the middle where a building ought to be.
The little of he volume Nirvana at ten rupees comes from the poem
Loser, Lose, Addict’
When you are happy, only cliché’s
come to mind – the sky is blue,
grass is green, butterflies are free
then comething happens, and solitary
as a murderer, you twist the knife
and stalk the streets, your brain
being crushed to powder like the contents
of vial of smack. Nirvana at tern rupees
is cheap, but the sky has a silver tinge
you could rather perceive as grey,
the butterflies are pinned, heads down,
their backs to the wall, like you.
Highly metaphoric, at times almost surreal, her poems show a woman
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alienated from the expected conventions of social life, strongly aware
of sexuality and mental unrest where her inner and outer life it at
odds. In the above mentioned poem though Shivdasni apparently mocks at
the heart of the volume lurks a similar wage for a paradise or a
nirvana, something better than the anxieties, dishonesties,
repression, false needs hypocrisy and basic ugliness of ordinary life.
The woman is still a ‘football’ who is kicked around, used and abused
and when the man “scores his goals,” he leaves her into the drain
where it belongs once the game is over. She gets disturbed and angry
at the maltreatment meted out to her but is there anything that she
can do to alleviate her miserable plight? Another woman poet who is
aware of the discrimination of the genders in the society is Tejdeep.
The alienation and marginalization as the inevitable rate of woman in
patriarchy is portrayed by her in her volume of poems entitled Five
Feet Six and a Half Inches (1977), abbreviated F.F. in the following
extracts :
It is always made solstice if they could
the sun would be spelled son (F ive.F eet Six.9)
and again a woman is depicted as a one
holding a bruised soul in six yards of
nylon (Five F.eet Six9)
Gender typing is one of the frightening consequences of conformity to
patriarchal norms. The poet significantly observes in a poem
‘Visionary’.
Visionaries at dawn do strange things
with a handful of flour or chalk (Five.Feet Six.28)
because it is her attempt to hoodwink evil form strangers that
with chalk and powder she must
attempt to hoodwink evil from under

a stranger’s spell. (Five.FeetSix.29).
The powerful subversion in “must attempt” makes is clear that the
vitality hinted at the title is noticeable through its absence. In her
case it is perhaps writing of poetry that provides the much needed
healing and acts therapeutic :
This has theraputised my aches of
ferocious despair symbolized my
attempt to search for the broken
filament in a hundred watt bulb. (Five .Feet Six.17)
In another powerful metaphor she reminiscences and muses over the core
of timeless wisdom and existential dilemma. Striving toward the
process of self-actualization and recognition of the essential
ingherent self her poetic outburst speaks volumes :
Time seals memories in trunks of
trees agitates pages in a diary........... time
erodes friendship burnishes new
friends............ time just does not leave it
squats on eyelids endlessly. (Five.Feet Six.p.35).
Thought subjective and limited in scope, the works of Tejdeep compel
the reader to take note of the underlying significant intent of her
verse where she is trying to raise her lonely voice not only for
herself but for many upcoming Tejdeeps to charter a new territory for
themselves.
As an Indian English woman poet Mamta Kalia has left her mark in the
field of Indian English Poetry.She got two collections of poems
published from Writers Workshop, Calcutta. They are Tribute to Papa
and Other Poems[1970] and Poems1978[1979]Mamta Kalia defines the
phenomenon of the educated urban working women. In a poem entitled``
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Compulsions`` the poet expresses her desire to defy social norms
`` I want to pick my nose
In a public place
I want to sit in my office chair
With my feet up.

Sujata Bhatt born in India and educated in the United States, now
living in Germany has been shaped by cross-cutural experiences as
reflected in her three collections : Brunizem (1988) which won the
Commonwealth Poetry prize (Asian Section), Monkey Shadows (1991) won a
poetry Book Society Recommendation and her third anthology the The
Stinkin Roe (1997) is the recent book with a selection from the first
three books introduced by one new poem, the title poem. Rajana Ash in
The Oxford Companion to Twentieth Century Poetry describes Sujata’s
poetry as “the anguish of immigrants when they start lose their first
language,” and she comments approvingly on the poet’s attempt use
Gujarati line interspersed with English ones” onomatopoeia effect, and
because for her certain subjects cannot be described in English.” In
fact, her bi-lingual poem explore the conflict of the self fragmented
between different cultures. One can argue that incomprehensibility
thus created is poet’s deliberate design to draw the reader into her
own sense of otherness in order to experience a predicament which
allows only a peripheral existence. At the beginning of ‘Search For My
Tongue,’ an eight page poem, the Gujarati sentences are translated
quite literally into English. As the poem progresses the Gujarati
lines remain flat, prosaic and closed, while the English sentences
that flow become longer and richer, spinning off associations and
graphically building on them so that they work quite independently of
the Gujarati original.
Bhatt seems to be obsessed with the question of language, which she
looks at from different points of view at different times. Aware of
the limitations of language, she confesses :
The bets story, of course
is the one you can’t write
you won’t write
it’s something that you can only live
in your heart
not on paper.
Bhatt’s recent work evinces her growing interest in the character
sketch and its more evolved form, the dramatic monologue. Her
exceptionally wide range of reference enables her to present
characters as diverse as a young Indian girl during the partition and
an old Spanish woman working in her field. The monologues are more
numerous; a swimmer in New England, the snake-catcher; the artist in
Dublin; Jane addressing Tarzen; and even Hannibal’s personal elephant
Surus talking to its master. What is generally missing however, is the
under current of irony which constitutes the chief strength of
Browning’s dramatic monologues. By the large her poems do not seem to
develop from social or personal relations; they are poems of the self
experience and self definition. The title poem of Point No Point
begings :
Why name a place Point No Point?
Does it mean we are nowhere.
When we reach it?
Does it mean that we lose our sense
of meaning, or sense of direction
when we stop at Point No Point?
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In many other places, almost the same urge of exploring the
implications of dislocations and tensions of living in an alien land
get evident as in the poem ‘The One Who Goes Away’ from the book The
Stinking Rose where she is searching for a place in order to keep her
soul from wondering.
Sometimes I’m asked if
I were searching for a place
that can keep my soul
from wondering
a place where I can stay
without wanting to leave.
This poem concludes tritely with :
I am the one
who always goes
away with my home
which can only stay inside
in my blood – my home
which does not fit with any geography.
Moving between countries and cultures, Bhatt is concerned with the
construction of the self and its relationship with memory, history and
identity. While honoring the importance of her heritage, she also
seems to be striving to discover who she is; she fosters both the
values of her birthplace and her Western self-confidence, bunt at the
same time she revels her sense of alienation in the environment of the
country of her domicile. The poems, therefore, in general are marked
by the twin metaphors of loss and recovery.
While the loss is real in
terms of spatial and temporal distance from the motherland, the
recovery can only be imaginary – or at best aesthetic. It is indeed
remarkable that Sujata Bhatt has not only the right idiom at her
command but also a native mode to express a new consciousness. Meena
Alexander`s `A House Of a Thousand Doors` for instance is an Indian
woman living in United States. She often hears voices of the village
women she left behind. During her birthing pains in New York these
women come in dream to deliver her. In a moment of this primeval pain,
all barriers collapse and women come together in mutual sympathy,
understanding and concern. Suniti Namjoshi directly addresses the need
to legitimize lesbianism and argues that a woman`s love for a woman is
both natural and quite ancient.She complains that books , stories and
society all collude in propagating the myths of compulsory
heterosexuality and in all these versions men love women and women
love men, and men ride off and have all sorts of adventures while
women stay at home. In a number of poems included in her collections
Jackass and the Lady and Blue Donkey Fables Namjoshi celebrates
lesbian eroticism.
These and many more recent women poets bring out the conflict of

gender through the Indian female psyche in its interaction and
correlation with the male psyche. Written in a personal and
confessional style, their poetry acts as a social document because
they themselves are victims and agents of social change. In the
twilight zone in which the creative mind dwells, there is a natural
feminine ability to turn inwards, to accept intuition and tenderness
as values long with the gentle sensitivity to one’s natural
environment and to the latent communications among human beings which
mobilize the feelings and imageries and bring forth the new feminine
voices creating new terrains. Female bonding in literature has thus
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taken a variety of forms, the agenda being common, women need to come
together and call into question all the diverse strategies of
patriarchy.
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Elizabeth

A rebirth for me this life

A painful gift

Sans mother, sans father

Locked in parental embrace

We never heard the roar of the waves

Nor felt the tremors of the earth.

Death came to us in sleep

Leaving me behind

To face the tribulations of rebirth

Me a miracle for the rescuers

Retrieved from the womb of earth

After seventy-two hours

Ensconced by the frigid bodies

My parents traveling Lethe wards

Left behind.

(After Haiti Earthquake)

By Latha Prem Sakhya, India.

The Lonely Traveler

The moon from behind the trees ascends;
The winding road lost here, seen there
Like life’s relentless ups and downs

Steers the stranger, gently into the night.
He knows not the twists and bends, but,

Stumbling, slipping, falling, rising again,
He whistles down the veering way.

Strains from his reed like a soulful prayer,
Tweak the silence of the mountain air;
The heavenly guide his path illumes

As his footfalls tread the silvered curves
Crunching beneath them fallen leaves…

In their crackle, the sound of broken dreams.
With a sigh and a tear, the dips and rises

With forceful stride he traverses…
Round some bend the morn he’ll find.

By Shernaz Wadia, India
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Special contribution by Dr. Dimitris P Kraniotis, Greece.

Dimitris P Kraniotis is the author of 5 poetry books: "Traces" (poems in Greek, Greece 1985), "Clay
Faces" (poems in Greek, Greece 1992), "Fictitious Line" (poems in Greek and translated into English and
French, Greece 2005), "Dunes" (poems translated into French and Romanian, Bucharest, Romania 2007)
& "Endogramma" (poems in Greek, Greece 2010).

He is Academician of Academy Tiberina of Rome, Academician of International Academy of Micenei
(Italy), elected President of 22nd World Congress of Poets by United Poets Laureate International UPLI
(in Greece 2011), Founder & President of World Poets Society (W.P.S.), Doctor of Literature by World
Academy of Arts and Culture WAA., Vice-President of Larissa Union of Poets and Writers, Vice-President
of Larissa Medical Association “Hippocrates”and Ambassador to Greece of “Poetas del Mundo”(Chile).
He is a member of several organizations including the National Society of Greek Literary Writers, Hellenic
Literary Society, Greek PEN, Hellenic Society of Writing Physicians, International Society of Greek Writers,
UPLI, WAAC, IWA, AEADO, SELAE, etc. .

Below are his Poems.

Repetition

In the middle of the road

I came across

an old mistake of mine

and I went past it.

I rushed

to repeat myself.

Sinful corners

“St. Nicon Repent-?@e”

on the calendar

of a cloudy morning,

with the rain to persist,

determined to wash away

the Erinyes of guilts,

victories and defeats

in sinful corners

of pavements and rooms,

of minor moments

and of similar, too.
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Star-crossed Lovers

Once again
Spring's charming breezes
Once more
Lunatic Willows

Once again
Drunk with pride, flowers
Once more
Singing bird, glows

Again in love
Star-crossed lovers
Once and for all
Friendship vows.

By Amir A Shamsolebad, Iran

Small creators of illusions

In the indifference, in the unconsciousness
in the ignorance you poison your body with

drugs,
alcohol, and while your brain dances in buzz,

you follow the demons of illusion

on the wings of ingenuity, which lead you to kill
innocent people you meet on your path.

You, small creators of illusions and madness,
stuffed with drugs and alcohol, in your

stupidity
you give your uncontrolled mind to the demons

of self-destruction.

Poor fools, while death chase you on his
shiny golden chariot, you do not understand

that you are the
architects of your destiny, diseases and

sufferance.

Small creators of illusions, make your mental

deserts bloom again
before your brain fried in the oil of drugs and

alcohol.

Do not let death collect you on its

Do transform into creators of truth, light and
love, gather

the white roses of authenticity and save
yourselves from the ruin.

Destroy your ego contaminated by vices,

selfish desires and by the demons of the
thought.

Purify your soul, polluted mind from malignant
influences

and transform yourselves into creators of truth,
light and love.

By Elisabetta Errani Emaldi, Italy
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Lord God have mercy on me

The light enters from the window

Darkness captures

as charm divine

in your eyes the flames awake

they paint the Love

the uninvited impetus

Celestial antefixes

in the banks of affection

and your beauty

a flower each time

where it opens the petals

in the fire that melts the metals

in the sleep that the dreams seized to me

in notes the music of melody

in the crystal peacefulness of prayer

God is love

from time I gather this gold

Lord God have mercy on me

small worlds of passion

The cold snow

hands melts

in the all horizons

that wear out the weaknesses

Lord God have mercy on me

By Kapardeli Eftichia,Greece.

Beachcomber

Combing life’s sandy grains
Of hour glass spent
Willfully or not
I found some nuggets
Husbanded

Few precious pearls sieved
Deep into psyche
Distillate hoarded
Insurance failsafe for
Inclement time bits

Odd semi precious gems
Two shaded mossy
Green algae betwixt glossy
Pleasure pain entwined
Destiny designed

Shore to shore endless
Heaving expanse
Life’s ocean bed
Graveyard of desires
Aborted ambitions

Stringing lei of personal
Treasures for wear over
Clinging dress of dignity
To celebrate carnival of
Life joyously

By Bina Gupta, U.S.A.
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Pa‡ncha‡li‡

Pulled into my husbands’ court by my uncombed hair

Thrown onto the floor where hundreds of feet touch their thick, red silk

The flowing carpet rises and falls like the mist of my garden

I know you are immovable in your rage Shákuni

Your ego knows no limits, it is like a snake stalking a mouse

Quietly without remorse in its meager heart

All eyes watch me cry in anguish as you pull my sari

To end of this room it flows like the Ga?ágaé

Shining with its thin, gold-laden fabric

And crippled by your greedy fingers

Dignified beauty you tossed with your dice

Human emotions you sacrificed with your heart

Bring your eyes to mine to see one word: regret

Ha! You are the nectar’s enemy: regret!

If you took me then K?á?ô?ôa will smite you right now!

His chakra a knife for your spineless body

All my fears that followed me at night with my friends

Nibbling on their black pearls while I watched roses rise
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They are you…a shadow that rapes the moon

I cannot give you my body for it belongs to Keséava!

My life will one day be returned to his home

To live as a cowherd while churning milk for his hungry lips

The boyish smile and curly hair that barely touches his shoulders

His eyes so wide yet shaped like the waning moon

Little specks in the corner of both eyes are galaxies unknown to us

So far away other people exist for whom K?á?s?sa is their king

If I am his then he is my king too

Shákuni, you are the drunken ego, a corrupted seed for humanity!

My body is a vase holding the virtues of SuBrya

He touched my spirit to give me a bite of his own

Disrobing me in front of my husbands and all the a›ryas of their kingdom

is a sacrilege!

I cry to you to stop this great injustice!

Can’t you see I have sunken into a sea of distress!?

No, you are busy drowning my voice with your wicked laughter

Brahma¼gave you a boon that protects your life from any physical or divine harm

Yet, has he no shame when seeing this monstrous deed?

Ma! You are Sarvawsuravinawswaw, come to my rescue!
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Show your terrifying face to this savage

Make him cower under your crippling stare, ma!

Turn his limbs into brittle sticks so he will stop treating my honor like a toy

By Sunil Narayan, U.S.A.

BIRDS OF THE SAME FEATHER!

For a longtime I am fixed in joint family
system
As birds of the same feather flock together
ever!
Individual talents are dissolved in the big
ocean
So much that it is impossible to unshackle
long!

Many a treasure of deep ocean caverns are
unknown
And sweetest of sweet flowers of rare breed
disappear
Unknown to the world from the birth to the
death
As they have bloomed, blossomed and faded
in desert!

At the fag end of life who will think of
reviving interest
And where is the chance in life to show
grandeur to all?
By a rare chance my mind turned to poetry
and browsing
And I have now known as poet of wisdom and
truth!

It's rare chance that has made me a World
English poet;
But will this bird soar high to sublimity?
question lingers!

By T A Ramesh, India.

I'll See You, Again

I'll see you, Again

the clean silver lining rushes down and
splashes into the depths of the Earthly water
what it once contained has slipped away.
mother's purity enters, and tickles my
innards with cold
sprinkles of water,
folding in and out
over the rocks and under the rocks

the wind breezes through the chilly night air
blessings, enfolded in my breast, clinging to
the dark stone,
awash with waves, cold and burning,
the object of my contemplation -
the object of my obsession, of
where a question comes to mind:
a longing to be held,
as the innards get tickled
by sprinkles of water

pure and harsh, tender and stern,
that lash my rocking soul with cords of love

By Celine Berghmans, Belgium.
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TEACHING BUDS TO BLOSSOM

What the essence of poetry is….

The garden, as a contemplative study of nature, is the grandest educator. It teaches gardeners
humble patience, spiritual tranquility, close observation, careful watchfulness and curious

wonderment. Above all, it nurtures common sense trust, learning by actually doing and soiled
green thumb hands-on experience. Knowledge can neither be cultivated nor harvested. As the

buds unfold, so, too, the open blossoms - their loveliness bursting forth and emanating from
within.

All plants are not created equal. In fact, horticulturalists label my childhood favorites, pretty
dandy-lions, as the lowest of the low – weeds. Despite being among the undesirables, however,

these mini-sunflowers offer choice roots for wine, crisp leaves for salads. When mowed to a
stub, they quickly grow back. Button-size yellow flowers reflecting sunlight miraculously

overnight turn to seedy powder puffs, blown into the air as cottony pinwheels, flying with or
against brisk winds.

Deep in their root, all flowers keep the light, soulfully opening out to natural instincts. Can you
force a bud to blossom according to provident design or seasoned expectations? No, but you

can smell its potent essence, nurture it, water it, give it sunshine and watch it grow. Be careful,
however. The moment you try to control the outcome, it will wither and die.

Landscape engineers plan the look and tilled feel of a prospective enriched soil plot. A single
species, monochromatic garden would be easy to tend and look after, but how boringly

uninteresting it would be. Fortunately, flora comes in all shapes and sizes, all tints and hues. A
glorious garden of multiversity is, by nature, full of sensory variety, individual differences

enhancing its beauty, thereby enriching our visual and aesthetic experience.

A forest cannot exist without trees; a garden without flowers is simply an empty lot. Some seeds
or bulbs need special care and environmentally friendly protection, especially the isolated,

endangered species threatened with extinction. Historically, children with learning, emotional,
behavioral disorders or any type that set them apart were regarded as the prickly weeds of the

next generation rather than the fragrant, velvety roses without thorns they actually are.

Give a weed an inch and it will take a yard, unsightly social outcasts thriving among barren
rocky soil that has never been loosened or fertilized by education. Neglected, thorny push-outs

are merely unloved flowers, masked wild-scented beauties that can never be tamed.

Whoever gathers thistles should expect a few pricks. Every bountiful harvest must be content
with a few noxious spiny survivors thrown in. Pale purple thistles become friends once you get
to know them. If true virtues are discovered, they become herbal medicine cure-all remedies.

By Dr. Charles Frederickson, Thailand.
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Ode on the Dancing Girl

Oh dancing Harappan girl

Your sudden waking up

From the millenniums of oblivion

Couldn’t break our pride and empty wit,

I see the sculpture in that distant past

Examine inch by inch thy naked posture

To turn thy flesh immortal.

Oh gist of the genius,

Collective wit of the noble past,

Can you reveal the mystery

That makes the huge chasm

Of dark filthy ages-

Between the master artist who

Burned to perfection

Your glowing metallic physique

And the modern Harappan

Who in the name of division

Burn her velvet flesh itself to ashes-

Oh glory of the noble past,

Have another millennium of oblivion

And wake not till these new Harrapans

Learn some art!

By J T Jayasingh, India.

Poetry Blue

How tragic that you lost your brilliant mind.
A prayer rises like smoke through autumn trees.
Once you referred to me as a poem.
If so,each verse I am remembers you.

In pen and ink we have created worlds,
Painted frail moments in poetry blue.
In the old days of Asian eloquence,
I never felt the dusk as I do now.

Somewhere a flute played by a master's hand,
Draws me once more into your manuscript.
My eyes turn eastward through the moon swirled
clouds.
The light of distance is the light of home.

By Dr. Sandra Fowler,U.S.A..
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CANS OF WORMS

You and I drench in joy tears

To a cuckoo’s song with guileless ears

Even while expert musicians

Keep searching for discordant notes

You and I look with bleary eyes

At the holes in the sari of a poor lady

Even while a pair of lecherous eyes prey

On her bare flesh seeing through her poverty

Burning tears and blooming love

Find their language in poetry

And blurt out naked and hazy

You and I perceive that woe and feel

Even while grammatists shout foul, foul

There have been men from eons

Who ignore the right and embrace the wrong

Like pigs those that sidetrack from a royal
lane

And jump into a stinking sewer line

They trumpet that Lord Ram did err

And that Udhishtira’s virtue was a sham

But stops not my juggernaut that cares

For true human values; but not ugly stares

And tramples upon all those cans of worms

By Sathya Narayana, India.

When sun Peeps

When sun peeps thru heaps of
clouds

Lotuses blossoms with ray beams
East horizon echoes with bird

chirpings
World awakens thru divine

melodies

When sun peeps thru window
Dreams dissolved in the eyelid
Dew drops dances on the meadow
Morbid moods became placid!

When sun peeps thru curtain
Kissed the rosy cheeks of virgin
Raised the emotives of unknown

origin
Created the beauty illumination

When sun peeps thru hut
Melted the life of rut
Created new life of gut
Transcends the life of hurt !

By Moola Veereswara Rao, India.
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Poetry Argentine

Rich provincial
Skin white as the snow
It grows in the color water of the painter
The form, it gives him contour.
Piece of tenderness, of love
Poets eclipse,
Woman of life and fights
They break in her the winds
It begins the verses
It finishes the desires
Surrounded with rivers, a delta
It grows and sinks in the sky
It raises and grows of the sea
Turning untied knot.

By Beatriz Valerio, Argentina.

Love at the time of Facebooking

I never met a flower on Facebook
I am sure, you also never encounter a tree
there
Trees don’t fix a meeting with anyone,
they just meet
Flowers never visit any café
Yes…my dear friend
Love happened accidentally
And accident doesn’t happen on
Facebook.

By Aashish Thakur, India.
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Nestorian Sonnet by Ernesto Pangilinan Santiago is a variant form of old sonnet
and in it are three quatrains that rhyme, with fourteen syllables in each line. Line five rhymes

with line ten and it is not necessary to end it with a rhyming couplet.

When We Were Yesterday

Ah not so long ago, when we were us, time was all ours!
We let our spirits happily sway in the great fountain

Of faith, where we etched our own history counting the stars
Fluttered in the night sky. Oh, what a passion we had then!

And I kept you in the rosy earth of my heart so glee.

That when you returned, back from a lady boot shaped country,
And seeing you one day, alone, under the glimmers of

A retreating sun, I hurried my shadow along the
Street of for old time sake to hug you, to express my love.

When I had you there was no such hunger, nor thirst in me.

But now as I embraced you, I hardly felt the warmth of
Your blood. I wonder why; is it ‘cause now a cold season,

Or maybe jet lag still eats you? Sure you’ll take yourself off
From my reasoning, and be more fixed on your salvation.

By Ernesto Pangilinan Santiago, Philippines
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Tagore’s Poetry Analysis by Sabita Chakraborty, India.

Poem – II by Rabindranath Tagore
“Antara mamo bikasito karo

Antaro taro he.
Nirmalo karo, ujjalo karo

Sundaro karo he.
Jaagrato karo, udhyato karo

Nirvayo karo he.
Mongalo karo, niralas nhisamsaya karo he.
Antara mamo bikasito karo

Antarotaro he.
Yukta karo he sabaar sanga

Mukto karo he bandha,
Sanchar karo sakala karme

Saanto tomaar chanda.
Charana padme mamo chito nhispandito karo he,

Nandito karo, nandito karo
Nandito karo he.

Antaro mamo bikasito karo
Antarotaro he.”

In this poem the use of the terms antar, antaromamo, and antarotaro
are very much significant leaving room for philosophical discussion,
as total meaning of the poem rests on the usage of these terms. The
poet here is explicitly making a distinction between the body and the
mind. Moreover, he is admitting the existence of someone in him who is
antarotatato. The existence of a person is embodied in the body but
mere surface structure is not enough for the meaningful existence of a
person. There is something latent in the physical structure that is
called mind. The body may be necessary condition for the existence but
it could not be sufficient condition. One could not live without
oxygen but other conditions also are to be fulfilled for the
existence. The growth of a person happens with the growth of the mind,
growth of the mind again is connected with the inner self. The inner
self what he is calling antarotaro may live outside of him. He
controls each movements of the poet.

One of the central issues of philosophy is the problem of mind and
body since the beginning of philosophical thought. I think that the
meaning of the poem will be clear if we have a clear understanding of
those concepts in the philosophical background. In everyday life we
say that I have a body, I have a mind and the mind is totally
different from the body still one is influenced by the other. A group
of philosophers think that mind is something separate from the body
whereas another group think that body is material composed of material
elements (earth, water, fire and air) and mind is perceptible or
reducible to body. Mind is actually an epiphenomenon or emergent
quality of the body. Our life begins with birth and ends in a death.
The scientific or reductive approach of behaviourists and Charvakas in
the Indian school of thought uphold such a view. Behaviourists do not
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admit the existence of mind as a separate entity and explains mind in
terms of the body. Anger e.g. is associated with certain physical
behaviour like frowning, shouting, expansion of eyes etc. it is
assumed that certain physiological changes happen when one is in anger
it is not necessary to infer any mystical substratum underlying
physical changes. In Indian philosophy Charvakas also uphold such a
view. As we do not perceive non-material or spiritual something in the
body self (mind or atma) does not exist. It is the quality of the body
itself. The self is nothing more than the conscious living body
(caitanya-visisthyadeha eva atma). [In the western thought the
difference between the self and the mind is not clearly demarcated.]
According to them the identity of the self with the body is to be
observed in our daily experience in the use of expressions like ’I am
fat,’ ‘I am blind,’ ’I am lame’. If the question is raised
consciousness is not perceived in the material elements of which the
body is composed how the quality of consciousness arises in the body?
Charvakas answer that qualities not being present in components may
emerge subsequently when combined in a correct proportion. Betel leaf,
lime and nut none - of these elements are red in isolation but produce
reddish colour when chewed together. Similarly material constitutents
combined in a correct proportion may give rise to consciousness to a
material body. All things that we perceive happen by nature and come
from nature. There is no necessity of admitting any deity or Supreme
Being in constructing anything. So far as life remains a man should
live happily once the body becomes ashes how can it ever return again?
Thus we find that epistemological standpoint of charvakas constrains
them to draw such a conclusion that all of our discussion should be
confined to the existing world. The self is nothing but a body with
consciousness and the meaning of life consists in the attainment of
maximum pleasure in the material world.

Questions on the meaning of life may be raised from different
perspectives like science, philosophy and religion. Actually questions
on the meaning of life are related with the questions concerning the
purpose and significance of life and existence in general and the
framework determines the possible answer.

Questions are: Why are we here?
What is the meaning of it at all?
What is life all about?

Questions on the meaning of life are related with various issues like
value, purpose, ethics, good and evil, free-will, existence of god,
afterlife etc. and answers may be searched from the standpoint of
science religion and philosophy. We have already received answers of
behaviourists and charvakas of the meaning of a life. If we look at
the poem from charvaka or bebaviouristic standpoint we do not get any
significance of the usage of the terms antara, antaromamo and
antarotaro. Moreover from the behaviouristic or charvaka standpoint
the prayer of the poet expressed in the total poem (which I shall
explain in the following paragraphs) does not match with the thrust of
the poem. The poet has given too much emphasis on the growth or the
development of the mind. How the development is to be attained is
explained in the usage of different expressions like nimalo
karo,ujjala karo/sundarokaro/jagrato karo/udhyata kar/nirvaya karo/
yukta karo muktakaro/ sanchar karo/nandito karo/vikasito karo. I think
that Tagore was highly influenced with the meaning of life expressed
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in the Gita where self is described as something eternal,
unchangeable, and indestructible. It is said in the Gita, dehinosmin
yatha deha kaumaram yauvanam jaraa (2- 13). Changeable phases like
childhood youth and old age are seen within a body. Na jaayate mriyate
vaa kadachit naayam vhutta vabitaa vaa na vhuya(2-20). The self is not
born nor does it dies. Naiynam chindanti sastrani naynam dahati
paavaka/ na chainam cladayantapo na shisayati maaruta (2- 23). The
sword cannot destroy it, the fire cannot burn it, the water cannot wet
it, the air cannot dry it. There is conflict in choosing between sreya
and preya in the human life and the poet is not exception to that
rule. Generally in a human life man is attached with various objects
of the material world but the release of the soul happens when he
realises the nature of the eternity of his true self. There are four
possible purusarthas by following which one could attain the ultimate
goal of life. Four purusarthas are Dharma (righteousness duty
morality), artha (wealth, prosperity, glory), kaama (wish, desire,
sensual pleasure) and moksa (liberation, freedom).

All the qualities of human being like greed, anger, desire,
infatuation, jealousy, pride - are described as an enemy of the human
life because these act as a obstacle in arriving at an impartial
outlook and ultimately bring about destruction of a person. As much as
one could overcome them one will be free and will be able to do
justice to anybody. For this reason the poet prays to the inner self
who is also the supreme being controlling the whole world to make him
pure (nirmal) ,radiant (ujjal), aware (jagrata). Within a social life
we could not do justice or protest on many occurrences due to fear, or
laziness so the poet is praying to the self to make him brave, active,
and determined. Throwing away all of his attachments one may be free
from all kinds of bondage (mukta). Therefore the poet is praying to
the self to place himself (yukta) within the domain of humanity. He
thinks that this is the way of reaching at happiness. The meaning of
life is connected with the concepts of karma which ultimately leads to
freedom or moksa or liberation. Thus I find that this poem is the
manifestation of the style of living of the Gita. Shree Krishna
inspires Aryuna to participate in the kurukhetra yudhya keeping aside
all blind affections towards his relatives. And taking part in the
battle he may enjoy the earth or his existence may end in a death. The
life may be meaningful in this way and this is the development in
Tagore’s terminology.
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Slaty tomato

Here’s a plastic cube with a wall cut through,
and inserted into an aperture of Malevich’ The Square.
It shakes squeaking in a dusty spider's web.
Sick geranium is in a children's night pot.
It was bent down under the weight
of the Child - a slaty tomato.
Halberds-snowflakes without effort dissect
blurred lenses of a windowpane,
jamming in pulp of a fruit.
The tomato became similar to blooming cactus.
Doll troupe of drama actors
rehearses a synchronous sparrow’s cancan a floor above.
Degeneration of the Intelligence… To chorus of eunuchs it would be better-
to warm up and singing away along with phone’s polyphony.
I’m watching a quick rise of a steam iron from a smooth surface of a
washing board.
Established angle of attack – is forty two degrees.
Enchanting spectacle of light and fine drops of bile.
Falling into stomach is not audible. One more single shot…
As if a whale, absorbing to the Ion, a toilet bowl has opened a mouth,
with desire expecting the rests of the digested metal.
What a masochist! In fact it’s not afraid to leave in nonexistence.
And what that the idiot behind a window,
Is trying to loosen a skyscraper by means of a jackhammer!
Whether you see, a snow coat on shoulders of a building irritates him!
Unfortunate inhabitants! Probably, it’s difficult to them to keep balance,
running across on a linen cord from kitchen to bathing,
with the spoon in a mouth, topped on the end by goose’ egg.
To me - is easier.

(Translation into English- Neoacmeistic verlibre).

Poem by Vladimir Markelov, Russia.
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The Peacock Dance

Bare peacock

Cries in agony

Endearing Sun

Gifts rumbling clouds

Its raining,

The thrilled peacock

Permeating happiness…

Flowers in myriad colours, blush,

Birds in placid tunes sing

Nature is ecstatic

The forest blooms

Red green blue

Yellow, orange, brown

Violet, beige, pink

Celebrating colours

The festival of holi

The peacock is bare, no more

Rising in full colour

unravels his stunning, multihued feathers

Nature clocks bliss

As time watches, in trance

The mesmerizing, peacock dance!

Every drop of rain

drains the evil

A new day begins

Hearts love afresh!

No grief, no guilt

No race, no religion

No war, no pain

The peacock dances

And, Love reigns!

By Apurva Iyengar, India.
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Wives & Priests

I recall belief entering veins
Sigh quiet, & songs empathy effortless.
I recall thinking love an angel come down
From a painting & what had heart
Was the humanity.
Flesh of my flesh, what were the vows,
The glories found in making dinner,
Radio on high, or letting hands
Find a cheek while giving the door
Full view?
“Come, stay” or “Go as you need”…
Was it fictitious nobility or no ambition
for power? No one loves perfectly.
The dark & the groping.
Nam soon. Doong sa.
There was a light to it all
& we trembled in it like water.

Translations:
Nam soon: Lie Down.
Doong sa: Don’t be afraid.

By Stephen Mead, U.S.A.

A Paper

Sometimes rises
Falls now and then
Twists and strives
To fly again
From birth to end
A paper-it simply known.

Sometimes brims its eyes
With hunger-pain
Speaks out its mind
Before the insensitive clan
Frets and fumes
A paper-it simply known.

When entrapped,
Dances like a spindle
In broken pieces of mirror
Sees its capsized faces
At intervals, overtaken by events
A paper-it simply known.

Sometimes burns like coal
Like ashes weeps
when mingles with soil
It ever sleeps
Gets hoed with ploughing
A paper-it simply known.

By Abnish Singh Chauhan, India.
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Against All Odds - Meetings With An Indian
Railway God

This is a true story that occurred in my life,
Which goes to show
What a limitless power it is -
The urge of Mind's sway.

I am a German boy of an
Old hoof-smiths' gender,
The first in line to fall out of my forefathers'
mould
Due to the innovations of modern day
surpassing
Our handling of the beasts of burden of yore.

And as major push towards a life of wanderings
and explorations,
That, in the end, led me to encounter
This story of which I am telling here,
May be counted the fact that a certain
Hereditary restlessness was in my veins,
Possibly already stemming
From a very outgoing nature in my good
mother's parental home
Where traditionally the village folk, young and
old,
Used to gather for common parlour -
A hub knob of a whole tiny big world in itself -
Instilling in me a thirst to go out
Into the world to explore for myself
The hidden truths behind the phenomenal and
ephemeral.

And I landed, eventually, in Southern India,
In the city of Madurai,
Dressed myself up like as any good local boy
does,
In gallantly draped white cloth.

Coming in by train. I
Met at the Madurai station,
While idly loitering around after arrival,
Their local railway station master -
One imposing, smart-looking figure.

We were dressed both the same style, he and I,
And he might have liked my going after
His country's fashion, thus sifting me out.

He took me upstairs to the station's cafeteria,
And it was there and then that I realized
How stupendously wise
Great people of India are.

This station master was such a cosy pychnic -

Garrulously talking it away
In lovely tones telling me and my travel
companion,
Who had an amuleted dog with him,
Wise, well-focused words in a stream of various
contexts -,

And most amazingly:
He knew everything even about dogs,
Since my companion had brought one cute dog
All the way from far Varanasi.
Yes, he knew all about
What's common and what's different with
various pets,
With their behaviour, their likes and dislikes,
And everything about them.

But not only that - he left me with
The feeling that this was a man
Who could tell you about anything -
Any other topic - you name it! - as expediently -
Things one wouldn't have come to think of,
otherwise.

From the cafeteria Madurai's station master then
walked to downtown
Together with us two tourists
Finally to bid farewell at the junction to his home.

In those days I then had commenced to
Study to read the Tamil alphabet.
Thus it had come about that some Tamil man
told me
That Madurai station master
Was commonly known in town as
The Railway God of Madurai.

I was, at that time, at the tender age of twenty.
For the next ten years to come
I had not taken to travelling at all
Spending time in my German home.

But I had never forgotten, whenever
I recalled my trips to India,
About one impressive Tamil man - and his
eloquent wisdom:
This man was the one they called the Railway
God of Madurai.
And many many times it was that
I told stories to friends
About my endearing encounter with this one
impressive Indian figure.

Another ten years into time I moved out from
Germany
And I settled down in a town
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On the southern island of Mindanao
In the Philippines.

And again, I came to tell many of my new friends
there
The story of my one-time meeting in Madurai
With one whom they called their Railway God.

Another eight years later,
I came to visit the town of Madurai
Once again, and I went to look for the old station
master.
I stepped inside the office room, where,
At the Madurai station it read 'station master',
But the old man I was looking for,
Was not there, instead four flabberghasted
young men
Asking me what I was up to there.
They wouldn't give me any clues, and seemed to
be engaged
In a power dispute among each other at the
time.
So I just left it all at that.

Another two years later in time, travelling once
more,
Again I happened to be
For a few days' stay in that same city of
Madurai.
I had made, in the meantime, some
acquaintances
With local boys there, all very friendly to me.

During that one stay then,
Suddenly I was invited by the boys
To join a Hindu funeral party.
'If I would like to come - and see
How we Hindus deal with death? '
So I went with them, and
Already on the way to the house of the
deceased person,
I somehow felt a premonition in my chest.
I asked my friendly guides -
Really but knowing yet nothing, just giving it a try
-
If the dead person were the old
Railway station master of their town.

And lo! to my very surprise,
This is what they confirmed:
'Yes, station master! the station master has died,
'
So they replied,
'And his sons want you to be there for their
father's funeral.'

And there I was, face to face, with my
'Most Remembered Indian of All Times', once
more,
As he was seated,
Having passed on to a higher world
After one dignified full life-time,
In his grandfather chair there, with his horned
glasses on,
Looking toward the main door
As if he were still alive.

There were dozens of mourners,
Women, men, and children, lining up on all
sides,
In and around the departured one's house,
And they were, as it seemed,
All waiting for me, -
To anoint the forehead of
The Railway God of my memories.

This is a true story that occurred in my life,
Which goes to show
What a limitless power it is -
The urge of Mind's sway.

My mother's maiden name was Sedlmeir.
Sedl in Tamil means a fair ground's carousel.
Ayyar denotes any Tamil family of good
standing.
In my mother's German parental village home
May well have stood in the old days
Such a Sedl carousel.

We are all still linked up together
Through the cultural links created
By our ancient fathers,
Which at times bring us together, quite
mysteriously,
In present days,
As I've enjoyed to experience in this outstanding
story.
By Edhard Lang, Germany.
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Economic Vegetarian

Recession index of the global market
Suddenly leads to economic vegetarians

Shivering cooler tried to switch-off
Scapegoats dreamed for freedom sessions

Pumped work load shrinking the eye-lids
Tornados midst the iris of the web site
Ready to leave each aspect to escape

Easy to give nothing; if nothing is the fate

Dumb sheep; blind ants on the rushed
roads

always dancing for the ever hungry- tunes
Demons with Ant eater! Disguised team of

fox
Trying to monitor the with the goodness

Terrible wind-wave endless typhoons
twittering boats in Turbulence Ocean
Bending knee sinking heart- pulse

Rushing tsunami swallowed generation

Melted values freeze in safety lockers
flying paper money for the exchange
adding zeros to enhance the value

O! the depreciation the real challenge

Self imposed day-dreamy bars of thorns
to control the good - old trespassing

Started to swallow the fertile landscape
White ant -hills shining with modern swing

By Puttu Kulkarni, India.

Plummeting Gannets

Out through the countryside

to a new world – wind on a cliff top.

The purple convolvulus hugs

the fence’s lowest wire.

I, too, hug the ground

against the earth’s tilt, ocean’s roll.

I feel my blood pound at the cliff’s base.

Quieten. I sink into the earth, a stone;

as I watch the gannets plunge into the sea

so close I can almost touch them

feel their bodies tremble resisting

the rush of the wind.

By Patricia Prime, New Zealand.
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Summer Breeze

Cozy, little porch off the room,
relaxing to sit out there
in the afternoon and early evening
reading and planning the following day’s
vacation activities: touring
Naumkeag Cottage and Gardens in
Stockbridge,
see Shakespeare & Co.’s production of
The Merry Wives of Windsor,
finishing off the day with a lovely dinner
at the Bistro Zinc restaurant in Lenox.
The bathroom here in the Summer Breeze
room
has an original antique clawfoot bathtub
with a shower. Above the fireplace
is a pretty mirror you can check your hair in
before venturing off for another
adventurous day. The flowered red
wallpaper boarder wrapping the room
below the ceiling is just about the prettiest
thing
I’ve ever seen, excepting of course, for my
wife,
who sleeps still as a sunset, as I write this,
her soothingly, sonorous, sweet snoring
starting the day splendidly, reassuring me
that out there beyond this comfortable,
amiable, ambling Victorian nest all is right
with the rest of the world.

By Michael Estabrook, U.S.A.

Beneath Each Mark And Line, The Paper

The lines formed by fabric and flesh
become this mind's memories of that body
and no representation, no self-expression at all
is needed
to know what that face looks like.

I think I've seen it all before
and knuckle deep inside herself is how I think of
her now
even though I don't think that ever probably
really happened.

I supposed charcoal the best way to represent,
burned grape vines all smudged across thick
gray paper,
an intimation of a suggestion of an impression
of those lines
implied by flesh and fabric
and the perfect way to avoid a foolish
draftsman's vow of precision.

So much more comfortable now to remember a
concert of smudges,
to see a lazy group of shadow and stroke hung
inside a frame
and arranged for archival extremes of storage.

By Robert Masterson, U.S.A.
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NEW FANGLED MAN..!

If you have the tang of a man,

It’s more than enough

Don’t mention the blood colour

Your touch is a never-ending familiarity

What lacks is the slight tenderness.

Your address of this land

Is a Proof of your quiet, serene demeanor.

Searching for your own address is nothing

But a bloom loosing its aroma

Or the demise of the reek of the earth,

And loosing your subsistence in tests

To determine the sex.

Your mountain that

Measured the flesh of the thigh for a pigeon,

Has it turned in to a fist of heart?

What about the quality that

The touch of your feet

That turned a stone in to a woman.

Just for a single call

When you traveled as millions of feet,

When your soul blossomed

To thousands of lives

For peace war is nothing but

The life in five sources of living.

There is no death for the liveliness

But debt.

When you carried your living mother

To the grave yard

Your shoulders started stinking

the decomposed corpses.

You heard the yell of a man who died in you.

Selfish lamps that were given to

The world fire is in vain

One should be a fire fly that

Stuck in the nest of a bird

And became a small light

Burning the night.

In the forest of stillness

To journey on foot

The firefly in you wiped out.

The hand that has grown from kindness,

To wipe the wetness of tears of millions,

had broken in to pieces in you.

To hold an umbrella to rain is different
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To grow as a tree to shade is different

Turning your two hands in to a thousand

To hug as a mother died off in you

You lost the quality of a seed and growth

Before your address changed from your

motherland

Before the liveliness extinguished in you

You should bathe in fire as phoenix

No need of a new sky or new seasons

As the song of "Vandemataram"

plant out as a new man...

Telugu

Original:Dr.Perugu.Ramakrishna,India

Translation:Swatee Sripaada,India

The Storm Abates

It is still now.

The storm has just abated, the rustle dying down

Deep into the dead of night across

The banks of a blue Yamuna that

Wait to survive the ravages.

Glistening pebbles upturned the soil limp and
the

Dark water that sloshed around

Recedes into the distance with a mute

Moon still shimmering over it.

The quiet descends and descends taking

The dusk along and fusing

The real with the myth.

It is still now.

Or is this a lull only

With the portent of a more furious storm

To creep over a blue Yamuna with its banks and

Water and all its Kadamba trees and

The eternal love pair mutually

Languishing for a tryst

Transfixed into legend ?

By Uma Chatterjee, India
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Street Boy

Standing near the school gate

From morning to evening,

He rhymes his rhythm selling

Magic games, balloons

And birth day toys.

Buds of smile he shares

With children around

And feels he is part of the kids.

The colour of their talk brings

Rainbow of hope for him.

Life to enjoy with the joy of others

He always aspires.

As the school bell rings

Like tiny birds to their nest

Every one returns.

In his sleep

Magic spell of childhood he dreams

And in happiness of tomorrow

With the smiling living dolls he dwells.

By P.K. Padhy, India.

A DESPERATE CRY

God’s creation
Blessed to be born in this world
We all may feel that’s the truth
Until I read this-
An abandoned baby
Malnourished, hardly an year old
Famine struck
Skin and bone
No food to feed
No water to have
Stranded alone in barren land
Helpless eyes staring straight
Standing legs more like a bamboo stick
Cerebral neurons popping out
Veins struggling to carry weak blood
Oh God! Nothing more I can add…
My heart is not strong enough
To read the rest-
A vampire vulture
Sitting beside and
Looking eager to end its hunger!
I pray! Save these innocents!
Let this never happen again!

By Vijay Sai, India.
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Recalling MJ

I had my sleeping pills in my hand

MJ died last night

Nothing but pills were found in his stomach

I have sleeping pills which are now banned

My father waited for me to talk

But I kept my cell switched off

The last two days I did not sleep

MJ was so great, I had miles to walk.

My friends, my poor friends

All of them wanted me to come back

I had sleeping pills in my hand

I stood dumb on the dock.

My hands shake feebly, my throats went dry

My tongue hangs black

Darker becomes my vision, as

Banging soul thumbs my eyes.

Don't die, don't leave us

There is no such sound splashing the silence

In my room,

The sea has entered my soul

The waves of grief roar all around.

By Dr. Ratan Bhattacharjee,India.
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Repeat Uhuru

Hood covered face, hands tied
at the back. On the alter plank
breeze frozen in bitter hangman's noose
who computes time?

Doctor Cop Judge Warden or None!

I unfurl myself in the dungeon cloud
where salt-sweating history of dirt is tamed
the rope quivers fast at first
weak jerks thereafter calm, with dumbness of
bawl
wherein bards and butchers repeat their fall
I revive my rise.

The rising is singular. None other for the

monster of words
whose feet adore the ruined universe.

I don't face the gallows everytime to keep alive
a dynasty of faith of those who are spawned for
death.
(Translation of Arekbar Uhuru by Malay
Roychoudhury)

Malay Roy Choudhury (b. 1939) grew up in the chaotic township of Patna. He did his post-graduation in
1960, gave up a Ph.D. research half way through for poetry, dissent and freedom and moved to Kolkata
to take up the leadership of the famous Hungryalist literary movement. The impact provoked powerful
hostilities. He was prosecuted for his publication of the poem "Stark Electric Jesus" in 1965 (his
typewriter was seized by Calcutta Police), lost his job, earned the wrath of his friends and relatives, and
was perpetually scandalized by a section of the media. Life soured miserably forcing Malay to quit
writing in 1967. He began to write again in 1983 and emerged as a major Bengali poet of the Indian sub-
continent. Also as a backlash of the sixties - a decade of incendiary iconoclasm, he soon became a
legend.

Malay has written more than forty books, including novels, drama, social polemics, translations of Allen
Ginsberg, Federico Garcia Lorca, Salvador Dali, Jean Cocteau, Blaise Cendrars, Paul Gaugin, William
Blake, Dharmavir Bharati and others. A fair amount of academic research has been done on his work.
Several little magazines have published special issues on Malay.
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Sri Aurobindo: A Poet

By Aju Mukhopadhyay

Sri Aurobindo was a poet from his childhood, writing poetry in school magazines in England to his last

days in Pondicherry. Up to a few days before his breathing last, he dictated hundreds of lines of Savitri in

full speed and Norodbaran, his scribe disciple, wrote them in paper. Those were the last of his revisions

of the epic poem, as we read it in Nirodbaran’s account of his stay with Sri Aurobindo during the last 12

years of his life. His production of poetry was to the extent of some 50000 lines including a little more

than 23800 lines in Savitri.

On 31 August 1934, Dilip Kumar Roy received a letter from Dr. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan of Andhra

University, requesting for a statement from Sri Aurobindo for a book on ‘Contemporary British

Philosophy’, adding that he was anxiously waiting for the write up. Dilip Kumar sent the letter to his

Guru with a note. And on the back of the letter he received Sri Aurobindo’s reply wishing to be excused,

to be conveyed suitably by Dilip. Among other things, the poet wrote, “And philosophy! Let me tell you

in confidence that I never, never, never was a philosopher- although I have written philosophy which is

another story altogether. I knew precious little about philosophy before I did the yoga and came to

Pondicherry- I was a poet and a politician, not a philosopher!” 1

From their childhood days in Manchester Grammer School, both Manmohan and his younger brother

Arvind Ackroyd Ghose, used to contribute poems to school magazines, Ulela and Fox Family magazine.

While studying the usual curriculum Aurobindo always read books outside it and wrote poems. As a

student he was always busy with different work andstudies at the same time; the Tripos, the I. C. S., for

scholarship and for activities as member of secret Indian organization besides secretarial work of Indian

Majlis. Even as a student his time was full or turmoil. He wrote poetry out of his sheer love for it, for his

attraction towards the Greek Muse and great English poets like Shelley, Keats and Coleridge. Close to

the Victorian poets, he was influenced by Mathew Arnold, Lord Tennyson, Swinburne and Stephen

Phillips. He was encouraged and influenced by his poet brother Manmohan Ghose and his friend

Lawrence Binyon.
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He began writing poetry on nature- flowers, streams, birds, sky and stars, etc. and on human love;

those were sweet romantic lyrics. In them we get sometimes the young boys and girls of his time and

place, in England:

Many a girl’s lips ruby-red

With their vernal honey fed

Happy mouths and soft cheeks flushed

With Love’s rosy sunlight blushed.

But quickly remembering that everything is short lived here, he added, towards the end of the poem-

Haste- a million is to pay-

Lest too soon the allotted day

End and we oblivious keep

Darkness and eternal sleep

Night by the Sea-pp.16-18

Though a whole ten lined poem where a maiden sleeps in her garden, guarded by the tall birch tree

could be shown, I quote four lines from ‘A Thing Seen’, to relish the beauty of the whole.

The wind walked softly; silent moved a cloud

Listening; of all the tree no leaf was loud,

But guarded a divine expectant hush

Thrilled by the silence of a hidden thrush.

A Thing Seen-p.19

His patriotic heart wrote about the failed patriots of Ireland in grave-

Where sits he? On what high foreshadowing throne

Guarded by grateful hearts? Beneath this stone
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He lies; this guerdon only Ireland gave,

A broken heart and an unhonoured grave.

His Jacet-p.11

Or about Chares Stewart Parnell on his death:

O pale and guiding light, now star unshaped,

Deliverer lately hailed, since by our lords

Most feared, most hated, hated because feared-

Charles Stewart Parnell-1891 p.15

Songs to Myrtilla, written between1890 to 1892, and Envoi was the result of his love for the Greek

poetry and the influence of Greek Muse on him. It is narrative, dialogue between Glaucus and AE THON.

With sights and sounds of sweet nature, it is a lyric like many others of this period, full of songs of love in

life. But he was not fully satisfied with them as they did not satisfy his newly refined Indian mind. He

published Songs to Myrtilla and other poems for private circulation after coming to Bombay. It was the

first volume of his poetry book printed.

Love’s feet were on the sea

Where he dawned on me.

His wings were purple and very slow;

His voice was very sweet and very low;

His rose-lit cheeks, his eyes’ pale-bloom

Were sorrow’s anteroom;

Songs to Myrtilla-p.4

But the time for such sweet lyrical rhymes was over. He would not be there for long. Neither he

would be able to prosecute his studies further nor would he indulge any idea of settling there. With all
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her heritage and resources Mother India called him; in time the Gaekwad of Baroda offered him a job in

his Princely state. To his Hellenic Muse he said-

For in Sicilian olive-groves no more

Or seldom must my footprints now be seen,

Nor tread Athenian lanes, nor yet explore

Parnassus or thy voiceful shores, O Hippocrene.

Me from her lotus heaven Saraswati

Has called to regions of eternal snow

And Ganges pacing to the southern sea,

Ganges upon whose shores the flowers of Eden blow.

Envoi- p.28

And to his English Muse he said-

Mine is not Byron’s lightning spear,

Nor Wordsworth’s lucid strain

Nor Shelley’s lyric pain,

Nor Keats’, the poet without pear.

I by the Indian waters vast

Did glimpse the magic of the past,

And on the Oaten-pipe I play

Warps echoes of an earlier day.

To a Hero Worshipper-p.8
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About these poems K. R. S. Iyenger opined, “Juvenile’ these poems may be, yet are they the ‘Juvenile’

poems of a truly exceptional talent that had won through a mastery of the classics of Greece and Rome,

the master-key that unlocked the seamless treasuries of Western culture . . . . Naturally enough, these

early poems snap Sri Aurobindo in various emotional and intellectual attitudes and reveal also his

tightening craftsmanship in verse, making a significant record of the education and ideas, imagination

and feelings, engendered by a purely European culture.” 2

Back in India, a youth of 20 and half years, as he set foot on Indian soil at Apolo Bunder in Bombay, a

vast-calm descended on him which did last long with him. AS he settled in Baroda state, the movement

of his life greatly changed. Service was his mainstay but his works spread laterally and vertically.

Eventually he became the professor of English and French. Joining secret societies he became active in

the liberation of the country, secretly. His thirst for Indian literature, and language pushed him to read

more voraciously. This time was specially marked for studies of Indian epics, scriptures and classics in

original Sanskrit language besides regional languages. The direct result was the translation of various

Indian classics in English. Here he learnt Sanskrit, Bangla, Marathi, Gujerati and Hindi. He wrote political

serials also, anonymously. Here he entered the spiritual life through pranayama to begin with from

1904. And writing poetry became a special preoccupation during the period. Short poems written during

the period were Bankim Chandra Chatterjee, Madhusudan Dutt, Goethe, A Doubt, Song, The Spring

Child and many others. Some remarkable long dramatic and narrative poems based mainly on stories

borrowed from Mahabharata were also created. Of them Urvasie and Love and Death are presage to his

great epic creation, Savitri. In each of the three poems, either the hero or the heroine, leaves the earth

or dies prematurely and his or her lover, by the force of love, demands the life of the dead from heaven

or the King of Death and succeeds.

Urvasie is a tale of love between Urvasie, the nymph of heaven, the heavenly Apsara and Pururavus, a

mortal king. The agony of Pururavus begins when the Gods call back his beloved to heaven. After long

search, travail and travel through difficult passages, heaven accedes to his request and she comes back

to earth with him to enjoy earthly life of love and fate.

In Love and Death, Ruru’s beloved Priyumvada (Pramadvura in Mahabharata, changed here for “I

have substituted a name, Priyumvada, more manageable to the English tongue”, said Sri Aurobindo.),

daughter of Maneka, a heavenly Apsara, dies untimely due to snake bite.
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The other long narrative poems are Khaled and the Sea, an Arabian romance; The Tale of Nala, the

story of romantic love between Nala and Damayanti, taken from Mahabharata; The Vigil of Thaliard,

about a witch snatching away Thaliard’s beloved; Chitrangada, a poem incomplete, taken from

Mahabharata, about the encounter of Urjoon (Arjun), the third Pandava prince in exile with

Chitrangada, the warrior princess of Manipur, one of the eastern hill regions of India and Uloupi, a

complete poem.

Uloupi, the daughter of a snake, too was married to Urjoon as in the epic, Mahabharata. At the

beginning of the poem we see Uloupi, a pale but majestic figure, swimming in the Bhagavathie river

under the eastern hills, in Patala or the nether world. After this opening scene Chitrangada appears, in

love with Urjoon. Both the poems tell the tale of love between Arjoon and Chitrangada. Uloupi

supplements the Chitrangada. Even some lines of the two poems are similar, like the one of

Chitrangada’s concluding speech to Urjoon:

To tarry soothing for her transient hour

Merely a woman’s heart, meanwhile perhaps

Lose some great moment of they life which once

Neglected never can return.

Chitrangada-p.317 and Ulupi-p.328

Most of the long poems are love poems except Baji Prabhu and The Rishi. Baji Prabhu is a long heroic

poem in blank verse, depicting the story of the great patriot warrior Baji Prabhu Deshpande, who held

the twelve thousands strong Mughal army with a few followers until his death, till Shivaji’s retreat. It

may be said to be a great Maratha epic, a Hindu resistance against the marauding Mughal force. The

poem represents Sri Aurobindo’s ideal of fight for freedom.

Rishi is a poem of conversation between Manu of the lore with a Rishi or sage who gives the true

knowledge to the king who virtually possess all but misses the whole. When Manu says at last,

Manu

But Him I seek, the still and perfect One,-

The Sun not rays.
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Rishi

For thou art He, O king. Only the night

Is on they soul

By thy own will. Remove it and recover

The serene whole

Thou art indeed, then raise up man the lover

To God the goal.

The Rishi-pp.311-12

In his earlier short lyrics and many long poems Sri Aurobindo has shown remarkable passion for

human love- between man and woman- in different extraordinary shades and colours. He has been held

to be a poet of love, from beginning to end, showing its courageous trait even in his last great poem,

Savitri. Here is love in Urvasie when at last king Pururavus was reunited with Urvasie on earth and-

. . . . stood for space,

Like the entranced calm before great winds

And thunder . . . .

He moved, he came towards her. She, a leaf

Before a gust among the nearing trees,

Cowered. But, all a sea of mighty joy

Rushing and swallowing up the golden sand,

With a great cry and glad Pururavus

Seized her and caught her to his bosom thrilled,

Clinging and shuddering . . . . She o’erborne,

Panting, with inarticulate murmur lay,
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Like a slim tree half seen through driving hail,

Her naked arm clasping his neck, her cheek

And golden throat averted, and wide trouble

In her large eyes bewildered with their bliss.

. . . .

With her sweet limbs all his, feeling her breasts

Tumultuous up against his beating heart,

He kissed the glorious mouth of heaven’s desire.

So clung they as two shipwrecked in a surge.

Then strong Pururavus, with godlike eyes

Mastering hers, cried tremulous: “O beloved,

O miser of thy rich and happy voice,

One word, one word to tell me that thou lovest.”

And Urvasie, all broken on his bosom,

Her godhead in his passion lost, moaned out

From her imprisoned breasts, “My lord, my love!”

Urvasie-pp. 206-07

Coming to Love and Death, an immortal dramatic narrative poem, depicting interaction between

Ruru, the son of a Rishi and Priyumvada, the daughter of the Apsara, a heavenly being, in love. It is a

story of love and death and regaining life; the death of the heroine and the journey of the hero through

earth and hell crossing twelve time “Baithoroni, the river dolorous” and finally winning his lover back.

In a letter Sri Aurobindo wrote, “For full success, however, it should have had a more faithfully Hindu

colouring, but it was written a score of years ago (1899) when I had not penetrated to the heart of the
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Indian idea and its traditions, and the shadow of the Greek underworld and Tartarus with the sentiment

of life and love and death which hangs about them has got into the legendary framework of the Indian

patala and hells.” 4

The central idea was taken from Mahabharata. He elaborated it with more characters and richer

stories. Sri Aurobindo said that it is a companion legend to the story of Savitri but remained obscure. We

shall presently see the lover’s journey through hell and reawakening of the heroine from the sleep of

death to be reassured of her lover’s love; the scene of intimate love through whispering nature and their

becoming the immortal lovers again. It may perhaps be said that because of the lingering effect of Greek

world and English poetry on him with his newly acquired story and knowledge of the world of

Mahabharata, the poem became richer and acquired strength.

And sweetness of the lingering of her lips

Was every time a nectar of surprise

To her lover; her smooth gleaming shoulder bared

In darkness of her hair showed jasmine bright,

while her kissed bossom by rich tumults stirred

was a moved sea that rocked beneath his heart . . . .

he knew not whether he loved most her smile,

her causeless tears or little anger swift

Love and Death-p.232

About the following lines poet and critic K. D. Sethna opined,

“Then observe these passages and lines which achieve by grace, balance, poignancy or strength of

diction a many-sided aesthetic quality which puts us at a most pleasurable loss to decide whether they

are more Virgilian or Dantesque. Begin with this glimpse of morning in a wood-

(He) felt slow beauty

And leafy secret change; for the damp leaves,
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Grey-green at first, grew pallied with the light

And warmed with consciousness of sunshine near;

Then the whole daylight wandered in, and made

Hard tracts of splendour, and enriched all hues-

“Dwell a little on the exquisite pathos of the picture-

She for a moment stood

Beautiful with her love before she died;

And he laughed towards her.” 5

Ibid. p.233

The description continued on the same page-

With a pitiful cry

She paled; moaning, her stricken limbs collapsed . . . .

As he came,

He saw a brilliant flash of coils evade

The sunlight, and with hateful gorgeous hood

Darted into green safety, hissing, death.

Ibid. p.234

K. D. Sethna quoted the following lines too, to cover his opinion-

So still he was,

The birds flashed by him with their swift small wings,

Fanning him. Then he moved, then rigorous

Memories through all his body shuddering
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Awoke and he looked up and knew the place,

And recognised greenness immutable,

And saw old trees and the same flowers still bloom.

He felt the bright indifference of earth

And all the lonely uselessness of pain-

Ibid. p.236

By all pain and lingering labour and trouble Ruru approached the throne of Death who did at last

remit “Hell’s grasp” on her. Let us then linger a little more to see the end of the drama.

. . . then sole with her, trembling he cried

The old glad name and crying bent to her

And touched, and at the touch the silent knots

Of Hell were broken and its sombre dream

Of dreadful stately pains at once dispersed.

After a while,

He looked and saw all grass and dense green trees,

And sunshine and a single grasshopper

Near him repeated fierily its note.

Thrilling he felt beneath his bosom her . . . .

For many moments comforting his soul

With all her jasmine body sun-ensnared

He fed his longing eyes and, half in doubt,

With touches satisfied himself of her . . . .
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Her eyes looked upward into his. She stretched

Her arms up, yearning, and their souls embraced.

Ibid. pp. 256-257

Sri Aurobindo continued to write poetry at every station of his life, even when he was actively

associated with freedom struggle and secret revolutionary movements, living dangerously in Calcutta

and elsewhere in India. Long poems like Illion, Ahana and some short poems were written during his

intense political life. Even in jail he wrote a short poem in pencil on the back of a used postcard on his

request, reminisced Nolini Kanta Gupta, a co-prisoner. But unfortunately that did not survive. And that

famous poem, written during the period by an ever romantic, adventurous poet, reads-

I am the lord of tempest and mountain,

I am the Spirit of freedom and pride.

Stark must he be and a kinsman to danger

Who shares my kingdom and walks at my side.

Invitation-p.39

Another important poem written during the period is ‘Who’, carrying his faith and realization of the

divine in the form of Krishna and Kali. They are everywhere in the creation, behind everything, as they

are in other faiths through respective divine forms conceived. Krishna has different forms as in myths

and legends, in Puranas; sometimes a boy with cowherds, sometimes the king, sometimes the

charioteer and sometimes the lover. Kali is divine Mother but destroys the wrong doers; she is fierce

then, she is naked and an embodiment of strength. So the poet writes,

We have love for a boy who is dark and resplendent,

A woman is lord of us, naked and fierce.

. . . .

It is He in the sun who is ageless and deathless,

And into the midnight His shadow is thrown;
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When darkness was blind and engulfed within darkness,

He was seated within it immense and alone.

Who-p.40

Ilion, an epic in quantitative Hexametre, is based on the story of Troy after the death of Hector and

the arrival of the Eastern Queen Panthesiela. It deals with the events on the last day of the siege of Troy.

Variety of scenes and characters, inscrutable destiny and human action crowd the pages of Ilion. It has

been hailed as one of the finest creations of Sri Aurobindo. K. D. Sethna, the critic writes, “If any work of

Sri Aurobindo could be the spearhead of his poetic fame in the West, it should be Ilion . . . . Christopher

Martin, once assistant editor of Encounter wrote, ‘I certainly am impressed by this masterly

achievement in hexameters’ (Letter, December 9, 1959). Sir Herbert Read, eminent art-critic and thinker

stated, ‘Sri Aurobindo’s Ilion is a remarkable achievement by any standard and I am full of amazement

that someone not of English origin should have such a wonderful command not only of our English

language as such, but of its skilful elaboration into poetic diction of such high quality’ (Letter, June 5,

1958)” 6

It may be added here that he lost quite a good number of his manuscripts during the period of hectic

movement in the political field. He seldom stayed settled peacefully anywhere except finally at

Pondicherry and there too not without occasional disturbances. But after his self-chosen settlement in

Pondicherry he wrote his major volumes of literary works; poetry and prose of great quality and

importance. In Pondicherry he published Ahana and other poems in 1915, written earlier.

In Pondicherry he wrote large number of sonnets written in different rhyming patterns, according to

traditions. Some of the sonnets recorded his spiritual experiences in Baroda, direct and piercing, like

‘The Godhead’, ‘The Stone Goddess’, ‘Adwaita’ and ‘Nirvana’, some of them recorded his theories of

evolution, some of them were of spiritual significance, mystic in essence and a few were satiric, like ‘The

Dream of Surreal Science’, some carrying an innocent pleasure to paint a pet cat through the poetic

words, like ‘Despair on The Staircase.’ This poem is not placed in the category of sonnets in his

‘Collected Poems’ but it too has 14 lines, regularly rhyming.

The Mother, Sri Aurobindo’s spiritual collaborator, was a great lover of animals, specially cats. She

had many cats and many anecdotes about them to tell. Her cat-stories are quite interesting. With her Sri
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Aurobindo too became a cat lover. He really loved the cats and dogs. Of the poets, T. S. Eliot was a cat

love. Presently V.S. Naipaul too is a cat lover. Let us here a few lines of Sri Aurobindo’s love for the cat-

In her beauty’s dumb significant pose I find

The tragedy of her mysterious mind.

Yet is she stately, grandiose, full of grace.

A musing mask is her immobile face.

Her tail is up like an unconquered flag.

Its dignity knows not the right to wag.

An animal creature wonderfully human,

A charm and miracle of fur-footed Brahman,

Whether she is spirit, woman or a cat,

Is now the problem I am wondering at.

Despair on the Staircase-p.113

And if we do not hear a few lines from the ‘Surrealist’, a short poem, our idea of how different types

of poems could he write will never be complete.

I have heard a foghorn shouting at a sheep,

And oh the sweet sound made me laugh and weep

But alas, the sheep was on the hither shore

Of the little less and the ever-never more.

I sprang on its back; it jumped into the sea,

I was near to the edges of eternity.

Surrealist-p.113
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‘A Dream of Surreal Science’, a sonnet, is also satirical-

A scientist played with atoms and blew out

The universe before God had time to shout.

A Dream of Surreal Science-p.145

Not only satirical poems and poems with contemporary scenes, he was most modern in his time,

using terms of science and technology in his poems. There are mathematical codes in his Savitri which

are yet to be fully explored. Even he married the science and technology with the divine, as in ‘Electron’.

The electron on which forms and worlds are built,

Leaped into being, a particle of God.

A spark from the eternal Energy split,

It is the Infinite’s blind minute abode.

In that small flaming chariot Shiva rides.

Electron-p.130

In quite some of his sonnets and short poems we find man, growing while struggling.

Aspiring to godhead from insensible clay

He travels slow-footed towards the eternal day

Man, the Thinking animal-p.163

Man is a narrow bridge, a call that grows,

His soul the dim bud of God’s flaming rose.

The Dumb Inconscient-p.163
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And Nature often gives him company in between the lines of his poems, from the beginning to the

end in Savitri, though he was a thoroughly urban poet. ‘Evening’, a very short poem, shows the image of

physical evening on earth, focusing at the same time on the evening of one’s life.

If now must pause the bullocks’ jingling tune,

Here let it be beneath the dreaming trees

Supine and huge that hang upon the breeze,

Here in the wide eye of the silent moon.

In the Moonlight-p.55

The grey sea creeps half-visible, half-hushed,

And grasps with its innumerable hands

These silent walls . . .

- long lines and dim

Of movement flecked with quivering spots of foam,

The quiet welter of a shifting world.

The Sea at Night-p.46

The beauty of the cruel tiger and the innocent deer are painted side by side but the poet’s heart sinks

for the unfortunate fall of the innocent deer. He wishes that one day the cruelty will not be there in the

absence of the mighty tiger and the beautiful deer will drink water unperturbed. The nature is nicely

painted with words contrasting between mild harmless beauty and the strong cruel beauty. The poem

carries innovative new metres.

The wind slipped through the leaves as if afraid lest its voice and the noise

of its steps perturb the pitiless Splendour,

Hardly daring to breathe. But the great beast crouched and crept, and crept

and crouched a last time, noiseless, fatal
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Till suddenly death leaped on the beautiful wild deer as it drank

Unsuspecting from the great pool in the forest’s coolness and shadow,

And it fell and, torn, died remembering its mate left sole in the deep

woodland,-

Destroyed, the mild harmless beauty by the strong cruel beauty in Nature.

But a day may yet come when the tiger crouches and leaps no more in the

dangerous heart of the forest,

As the mammoth shakes no more the plains of Asia;

Still then shall the beautiful wild deer drink from the coolness of great pools

in the leaves’ shadow.

The Tiger and the Deer-p.569

But his Nature poems are sometimes elevated with god touch-

A tree beside the sandy river-beach

Holds up its topmost boughs

Like fingers towards the skies they cannot reach,

Earth-bound, heaven-amorous.

This is the soul of man. Body and brain

Hungry for earth our heavenly flight detain.

A Tree-p.47
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During the Second World War he saw the horrible Death March of Hitler from his yogic seat in

Pondicherry and tried to remedy the situation in his yogic way. He wrote poems too, addressing him and

his troop.

Where is the end of your armoured march, O children of Wotan?

Earth shudders with fear at your tread, the death-flames laughs in your eyes.

The Children of Wotan -1940-p.112

In his high villa on the fatal hill

Alone he listens to that sovereign Voice,

Dictator of his action’s sudden choice,

The tiger leap of a demoniac skill.

The Dwarf Napoleon Hitler, October 1939-p.110

Among all his poetic creations the greatest were his mystic, symbolic, even esoteric poems. Though

Sri Aurobindo did not like to call them esoteric poems, he agreed that poems like ‘Trance’, ‘The Bird of

Fire’ and ‘The Two Moons’ were esoteric in the true sense. K. D. Sethna expressed his opinion about his

mystic poems in the following words,

“Sri Aurobindo is always a call to spiritual adventure. To read his recent poetry is like walking on the

edge of a precipice. One gets intoxicated with heights, one feels dizzy with depths, and it is with an

effort that one manages to breathe the keen air and keep a clear head . . . . Most critics will go astray

because the self-expression of a Supreme Master of Yoga cannot be measured by the rules-of-thumb by

which books of verse are reviewed, even religious or idealistic verse.” 7

Besides the esoteric poems, some of the other mystic poems are-‘The Dream Boat’, ‘Rose of God’,

‘Descent’, ‘Musa Spiritus’, ‘Symbol Moon’, ‘Krishna’, ‘Shiva’, ‘The Inconscient Creator’, ‘The Pilgrim of

the Night’, ‘The Blue Bird’, ‘Bird of Fire’ and many others. Let us see portions of a few to ignite our sense

for the eternal and the infinite, a sense of the deeper inside-

Bride of the Fire, clasp me now close,-

Bride of the Fire!
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I have shed the bloom of the earthly rose,-

I have slain desire.

Bride of the Fire-p.103

By the side of the ‘Bride of the Fire’ we place two more mystic, symbolic and esoteric poem-

O marvel bird with the burning wings of light and the unbarred

Lids that look beyond all space,

One strange leap of they mystic stress breaking the barriers of mind

And life, arrives at its luminous term they flight;

Invading the secret clasp of the Silence and crimson Fire

Thou frontest eyes in a timeless Face.

The Bird of Fire-p.571

Who was it that came to me in a boat made of dream-fire,

With his flame brow and his sun-gold-body?

Melted was the silence into a sweet secret murmur,

“Do you come now? Is the heart’s fire ready?”

Hidden in the recess of the heart something shuddered,

It recalled all that the life’s joy cherished,

Imaged the felicity it must leave lost for ever,

And the boat passed and the gold god vanished.

Now within the hollowness of the world’s breast inhabits-
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For the love died and the old joy ended-

Void of a felicity that has fled, gone for ever,

And the gold god and the dream boat come not.”

The Dream Boat-p.561

I have quoted the whole poem to bring home the poignant meaning of the whole. It is the ever

burning psychic being within our heart which rarely comes in front but when it comes to lead us to a

new life in some, it is our choice whether to avail of the divine felicity to rise up to a life ever aspired by

many or to somehow avoid it for the pleasure of the time. In ‘The Hour of God’, a small but touching

piece, Sri Aurobindo wrote,

“There are moments when the Spirit moves among men and the breath of the Lord is abroad upon

the waters of our being . . . .

“Unhappy is the man or the nation which, when the divine moment arrives, is found sleeping or

unprepared to use it, because the lamp has not been kept trimmed for the welcome and the ears are

sealed to the call. But thrice woe to them who are strong and ready, yet waste the force or misuse the

moment; for them is irreparable loss or a great destruction.” 8

The dream boat came but went back. The poet has nothing to say but to give the image of a boat that

came to our shore and went back unwelcome.

Rose of God, like a blush of rapture on Eternity’s face,

Rose of Love, ruby depth of all being, fire-passion of Grace!

Arise from the heart of the yearning that sobs in Nature’s abyss:

Make earth the home of the Wonderful and life beatitude’s kiss.

Rose of God-p.584

‘Who’ has already been cited, here is the fine ending-

It is He in the sun who is ageless and deathless,

And into the midnight His shadow is thrown;
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When darkness was blind and engulfed within darkness,

He was seated within it immense and alone.

Who-p.41

‘A God’s Labour’ is a biography, a history of Sri Aurobindo’s spiritual odyssey, not on the surface but

in the occult depths of the spirit. Its straightforwardness and autobiographical motif is clear as in many

of his spiritual poems. Though not very long, it is a poem of 31 stanzas.

He who would bring the heavens here

Must descend himself into clay

And the burden of earthly nature bear

And tread the dolorous way . . . .

I have been digging deep and long

Mid a horror of filth and mire

A bed for the golden river’s song

A home for the deathless fire . . . .

How they mock and sneer, both devils and men!

“Thy hope is chimera’s head

Painting the sky with its fiery stain;

Thou shalt fall and thy work lie dead . . . .

A voice cried, “Go where none have gone!
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Dig deeper, deeper yet

Till thou reach the grim foundation stone

And knock at the keyless gate.” . . . .

He who I am was with me still;

All veils are breaking now.

I have heard His voice and borne His will

On my vast untroubled brow . . . .

A little more and the new life’s doors

Shall be carved in silver light

With its aureate roof and mosaic floors

In the great world bare and bright.

The poem ended with-

There shall move on the earth embodied and fair

The living truth of you.

A God’s labour-pp.99-102

‘A little more’, as we find above is very significant in Sri Aurobindo’s life and work. He laboured hard

in the supramental world to bring its light and consciousness on earth to divinise it. And left giving his

body for it, hoping that his ideas one day shall be fulfilled. He was always hoping for the fulfilment of his

ardent aspiration which was a little ahead. He has a small poem,

‘One Day

The little More.’
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One day, and all the half-dead is done,

One day, and all the unborn begun;

A little path and the great goal,

A touch that brings the divine whole.

Hill after hill was climbed and now,

Behold, the last tremendous brow

And the great rock that none has trod:

A step, and all is sky and God.

Full of imagery, full of hope, it is really a climbing to heaven. K. D. Sethna, in his ‘Sri Aurobindo-The

Poet’ tells a story about this poem.

“One Day was among the lines of poetry the Mother read out on the last day of 1954, when she gave

the Message for 1955 . . . .The Mother went on to say, ‘Now, as we have talked of difficulties, I wish to

read two things, not two poems but some lines, one whole short poem and just one stanza of a poem,

which are a very magnificent illustration of our message for the next year which will give you a little

sketch of what the true consciousness is, that which is free from all difficulties, that which is above all

conflicts.’

The four lines were from another poem titled, ‘Life’, and the whole poem that she read was ‘One

Day’. K. D. Sethna wrote, “When the Mother was asked: ‘Will you explain the two passages?’ she

replied: ‘Explain? There is no explanation. They speak for themselves very clearly. Poetry is not to be

explained. It is to be felt and not reasoned about. The poetic inspiration is above reason. It must not be

made to sink into the domain of the reason, because it will get spoiled . . . It is to be understood by an

internal contact much more than by the words.’” 9

‘Little more’ seems to be the hint in some other poems too, like,

The day ends lost in a stretch of even,
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A long road trod- and the little farther.

Now the waste-land, now the silence;

A blank dark wall, and behind it heaven.

Journey’s End-p.570

Like ‘A God’s Labour’ ‘The Pilgrim of the Night’, a sonnet, is autobiographical in the spiritual sphere. In

almost the same way he says,

I walk by the chill wave through the dull slime

And still that weary journeying knows no end;

Lost is the lustrous godhead beyond Time,

There comes no voice of the celestial Friend,

And yet I know my footprints’ track shall be

A pathway towards Immortality.

The Pilgrim of the Night- p.132

We end his Spiritual Pilgrimage with a sonnet, declaring the eternal glory of the day:

But now I listen to a greater Word

Born from the mute unseen omniscient Ray:

The voice that only Silence’ ear has heard

Leaps missioned from an eternal glory of Day.

All turns from a wideness and unbroken peace

To a tumult of joy in a sea of wide release.
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The Word of the Silence-p.141

True that most of Sri Aurobindo’s poems beyond the juvenile period are replete with his philosophy.

The mystic and spiritual poems are full of autobiographical references of a yogi and true that there are

repetitions galore. He was a master of rhyming and he loved to make experiments with different types

of rhyming, bringing in styles and types from Greek, Latin and Sanskrit which also included his thought

from the respective worlds. His poems speak of his life and work. If some of the critics and poetry lovers

find it difficult to relish his poems, that surely is not the fault of his poems. His poetry speak of the poet

as he was, combining many other personalities in him, and his poetry is a complex product of his being.

And in spite of some contradictions, it must be said that many of his later poems like ‘The Dream

Boat’, ‘The Bird of Fire’, ‘Trance’, ‘Rose of God’, ‘Symbol Moon’, ‘Musa Spiritus’, ‘Krishna’, including

many of his fine sonnets, some long romantic poems like ‘Love and Death’ and ‘Urvasie’ and another

epic, ‘Ilion’ are extraordinary in their own places. And above all, his spiritual epic, Savitri is one of the

unique creations in the world of poetry.

By Aju Mukhopadhyay, India.
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BOOK REVIEW

THE SUN LOVES EVERY PLANET: ROBERT STRZALKO, U.SA, 2009,

ISBN1-4392-2939-2

BY DR. RAM SHARMA

Robert Strzalko is the shinning sun in the domain of poetry and he has to his credit two illustrious gems of

poetry entitled`The Color of Dreams and The Sun Loves Every Planet`.This poetry collections has 65

gems on diverse topic to create the august atmosphere of flowing in the vein of poetry.

In the first poem entitled `Orbit` he describes the sun set and sun rise as inaccuracy of perception.

``The sun doesn`t rise

The sun doesn`t set

The sun doesn`t move

The inaccuracy of perception

Begins with our eyes.[p.1]

The second poem entitled time tells us the inevitable time which destroys everything and cuts everything

that comes within its range.This collection has realistic touch in such poems as ``A Soul`s Journey

Through Space And Time, Natural Logic, etc

`` I am

The beginning of time

I am

The origin of your mind

I am

That which watches thoughts

Pass through space and time [p.60]

The major chuck of the poems of this collection has Keats` sensuosness of physical love .This

senousness creates fire through such poems as``Calling A Girl I Met The Night Before From A Pay Phone

In Pecos , New Mexico, Car Sex In High School , Girl in Moonlight, Phone Sex, The Woman I`M In Love
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With Naked Deep In Autumn Leaves `

``I took picture after picture

Trying to capture the feeling I had

When I first saw her

The mood of her face

The look in her eyes

That made it impossible

For me to stop thinking about her` [p.133]

Strzalko is at his best in these poems and he creates such bliss of physical love that becomes immortal

nectar in his poems.The poet has written some poems on travelogue and nature as``A Beach Of White

Sand In The South China Sea , Coconut, Into the Light of the Sun, The First time I Saw Paris` ETC

`` If I did have my camera

I would capture

The shadow and shade

Surrounding her eyes

The coconut and contrast``

2.

I didn`t know anything about

The French Revolution

Other than a brief mention in school

That it took place soon after

The American one

I know nothing of Mozart

Or the Marriage of Figaro``[p.122]

Strzalko has mixed nature and physical beauty in a way that these things look the same.The poet has

also raised some relevant burning issues in his poem as third world women, Spain, Iraq etc

``War

Poverty

Famine

Disease

Polution

Deforestation

Overpopulation[p.82]

The poet has given tribute to grest luminaries such as Einstein, and Galileo` etc.

For me the real question is

How young was he

When he had the foundation of his quest
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To undersrtand light in space[p.17]

Strzalko has expressed his philosophy by penning such poems as Philosophy and OM.In the poem he

discusses meditation and yoga .

``Her concentration was complete

Her consciouness unwavering

Untill

The image of her best friend

She had met at yoga classes

Broke her resolve[p.99]

The poet has used his imaginative power to explore of different gems in the sea of poerty.Such poems as

`` Cowboy Poet, Her Belly, Lava Lamp, Astronomy, The Bodybuilder, The Sculptor`s Dilemma, Turquoise,

, Bonnie and Clyde, The Café , The Theparist, Porn Star, The Inventor, Rocket Boy.Each gem has a

different light and shade scattering all around in the atmosphere.In the end I can say that Robert Strzalko

is successful in his efforts and this poerty volume is a must read for every avid reader and lover of poetry.
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Poetic License: the American Soldier at War

by Donald Croft Brickner, U.S.A

A not-so-sober beginning to an otherwise overtly sobering account:

Is there a kid, anywhere in America, in any era, who decides, oh, at the age of 5, that he or she wants to
become apoet? If there is, I'm not so sure I'd care to meet his or her parents.

Poetry was always beyond namby-pamby to this former child: it was totally hoity-toity!

When a South Florida teacher, maybe as far back as elementary school, had asked our class to write our
own original poems, I went all limerick -- the only type of poem that was at all fun. And here is my first-
ever submitted poem (which, God only knows why, I still can recite now, 58 years later):

“...Once there was a young clod, who was constantly playing in sod; one day he was dirty, mostly on his
shirty -- and his mother got mahd.” (“Mahd” meant either “mad,” or “mod.”)

If memory serves, I was graded a “C.” My teacher didn't know if I was making fun of the “art form” of
poetry, or not. (Alas ... I was. On what planet was that stuff considered an art form?)

I wasn't alone in my fun-poking dismissal of poetry, apparently. When I was older (but still an
adolescent), my favorite cartoon show was Rocky & Bullwinkle -- and within that, my favorite ongoing
segment was Dudley Do-Right of the Canadian Mounties. I can still hum the tune for the 'toon.

In one of my favorite episodes, Snidely Whiplash (the sneering bad guy) constructed a robot version of
Dudley whose apparent intention, acting as his double, was to make our hero look bad. For good or for
ill, Snidely solely programmed the robot Dudley to recite one paragraph: the first half of the closing
stanza to an 1892 Rudyard Kipling poem, Tommy:

“...it's Tommy this, an' Tommy than, an' 'Chuck him out, the brute!'

But it's 'Saviour of 'is country,' when the guns begin to shoot...”
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Then robot Dudley acted-out by firing an imaginary machine gun (...Tommy gun?), and saying something
like, “Rat-a-tat-a-tat!”

(Wonderful -- simply wonderful!! Just about everything seemed hilarious back in my youth!)

It was so-o cool being a kid when I grew up on Key Largo Lane in the early-middle 1960s.

But I had no idea then, or now, that those Kipling stanzas would prove so prophetic for David John Sims.

According to Wikipedia, “...Tommy is a term for a common soldier in the British Army that was already
well established in the nineteenth century, but is particularly associated with World War I.”

How apt.

* * * * *

I have no doubt my old friend was also a fan of Dudley Do-Right, although we've never discussed it. After
graduating from Stranahan High School in Fort Lauderdale in 1965, we each went our separate ways --
although ironically, and without knowing it, we both ended up in North Carolina shortly thereafter.

I first went to college there, while Dave and his parents moved up that way to stay. He lives in Burlington
yet today.

We met during our junior high school years, and among our activities was playing slow-pitch baseball on
a sandspurs-free elementary school ball field in our South Florida neighborhood.

What I remember of Dave back then was the natural sweet kindness and enthusiasm of his personality.
Years later, when I'd learned he'd joined the U.S. Army and was sent to fight in Vietnam (I had joined the
Navy back then, but I'd spent much of my tour stateside), I was deeply concerned about Dave's safety.
As things turned out, my fears were warranted.

None of us really wanted to enter the military (we never clearly understood why the U.S. was involved in
such an unpopular war), but without a college deferment in those pre-lottery days, a lot of us were
either drafted or enlisted. Running away to Canada as a protest was never a consideration for either
Dave or me, or anyone else we knew. Still, most of our classmates successfully remained in college, and
thus avoided the military altogether.

Contact between Dave and me was sporadic at best over the years -- although lately he and I would
exchange brief emails, about mostly nothing. Then, earlier this month, Dave emailed an attachment he'd
written and asked me to read -- which was a little odd, because I never knew him to be particularly
drawn to the arts outside of choral music. His first email didn't reach me.

And here is where Sonnet Mondal's “poetry essay request” to me, Dave, and I came together:
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Dave's email attachment contained two poems, which he'd labeled “Opus 50” and “Opus 51” -- the first
49 poems, he'd told me, were mostly his often pro-military thoughts about life, living and loving; and
“global warming, pollution and deforestation” -- and when I'd read them, I was floored. Not only was he
writing about a side of Dave Sims I'd known little about, but he chose poetic styling as his conveyor of
both his pains and lifelong unrest -- most of that due to his experiences as a foot soldier in Vietnam
combat. That was the focus of both of these poems.

Immediately I realized that poems could prove to be highly substantive on a number of levels, not the
least of which is as a form of deep, heart-felt expression for the “everymen” among us. My old friend --
we both turned 63 earlier this year -- said he agreed with that assessment strongly. He admits he's had
very little psychotherapy over the years, despite having access to the VA.

Before I post both poems for you, let me turn the next several paragraphs over to Dave:

"My parents moved up here with my brother and three sisters in 1969 while I was in Vietnam,” Dave
explained in an email. “Dad was working for Southern Bell, and transferred up to the Greensboro area.
So when I got out, I came up to visit and stayed. My marriage was in a mess. My soon-to-be-ex had
moved to Washington State (her home) while I was in 'Nam so I had no reason to go back to Fort
Lauderdale.

“I was drafted, and went in Dec. 6, 1968. Went to Ft. Jackson in South Carolina for Basic and Advanced
Infantry training,” Dave continued. “Arrived in Vietnam in May 1969. Was wounded a couple times -- the
second time on January 1970. I spent the next three months in hospitals in Vietnam, Japan, and Madigan
Hospital in Ft. Lewis, Tacoma, Washington State.

”By March I was assigned to a new post in Ft. Riley, Kansas. The ex -to-be came for awhile, be we
couldn't make it work, and she went back to Tacoma... I finished out my tour getting a trip to Germany
for two months... Got out Dec. 4, 1970, Honorable Discharge in hand. I got out with the rank of Specialist
4th class.(Corporal): basic infantry, ground-pounder with Air Cav. Units choppered in, and dropping us
off, just like in the movies. That's me.

“As for staying in, I lost most of my hearing when a mine exploded, so it really wasn't logical to stay,”
said Dave. “I've been married and divorced three times. I have a girlfriend now, and we've been
together for eight years. I guess I'm a Tar Heel now. I've had many jobs over the years: bartender at
Lum's, bakery manager for Winn-Dixie, deputy sheriff for three years, and I was a jewelry store manager
for Kay's.” And he later added this: “Am I anti-war? No.”

He'll have a little more to share with us after these, his two combat poems:

* * * * *

Opus 50
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War, War, War!

I’ve been there

Long dark nights on patrol

Sticky, humid heat ridden jungles

Smelly rice paddies

The terrible scent of death

To make friends, just to see

Them get injured, or die

The sound of choppers coming in

Bring supplies, ammo, hot chow,

And mail from home

The nights, so many dark nights

Fear of what’s just beyond

Your vision

Ambushes, patrols, trails,

Walking point searching for

The enemy and the nasty things

He leaves behind

Mines, booby traps, pudgy stakes.

Death at every turn

Buddies that were there just

Moments before, gone, dead.

Or sometimes worse, in pieces

And screaming in pain
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So many friends

So much pain

Could it have been stopped

Could it have been changed?

So many lives affected

Families, sweethearts, wives and children

Mothers, fathers, grandparents.

None of them will ever be the same

Death in wars touches everyone

Changes everyone

God how I hate what war has done

You learn how to hate in war, so sad

* * * * *

And here is David J. Sims' second poem, Opus 51, a followup to the one, above:

* * * * *

Opus 51

Trying to understand

I am trying, but it’s hard

I keep asking myself

What could you have done?

What could you have said?

And the answer comes back
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Nothing

Why, I ask again?

Why nothing?

Because you can’t change the past

My mind answers!

I know you're right, but--

No buts, it can’t be changed

My mind screams at me.

And so goes the war

Replaying in my head

Lookout! Don’t’ step there!

Watch out!

It’s always the same

Death wins, we lose!

I close my eyes at night

And I’m replaying fight after fight

Night after night

I tried so hard to keep

Us all safe

It’s not guilt I feel, honest

It’s sorrow and their pain

So many times things went very wrong

And friends paid the price in blood

And I stood there without a scratch
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Lucky me?

No, someone higher up was looking out

For this poor stupid soul

And again I ask,

Why?

* * * * *

Here's Dave once more, to me, in another email:

“I have tried to put into words what I saw and how I feel,” Dave wrote. “It wasn't until a close friend,
Marty, kept after me to express my anger to him about what happened in Vietnam that I wrote these
poems.”

For those who would like to chat with Dave about his war experiences, or about this essay, he offers his
personal email address where he can be reached: djs972@triad.rr.com.

One final observation here: it strikes me that Dave is not at all alone as a Vietnam combat vet when,
despite facing horrors and loss, he came out of it all still hugely supportive of the U.S. military and its
efforts, and highly critical of nations our country has identified as hostile. I've met many such individuals
over the years, only Dave is the first to put his experiences into words.

He was battered psychologically and physically by his experiences, but yet continues to voice his defense
of our military, and our civilian leaders who sent him off to war to begin with. I feel no such sympathy
for America's shaky foreign policies, which created winners only out of the military industrial complex
that built our machines of war.

But there's a sense here that our battered soldiers often continue to “go back” favorably to their
batterers, the nation's wars that they alone experienced first-hand -- which is perhaps similar
diagnostically to behaviors common to battered spouse syndrome. You think?

And if that's so, even to a relatively minor degree, how has that impacted our society in 2010?

Wherever did we come up with the idea for brutally violent video games, for instance? They simply
didn't exist during my formative years, nor Dave's.

* * * * *

This topic of war and warriors always warrants further dissection. But, not here. My intention was to
express some insights regarding … poetry.
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I'm still no huge fan of this prose form, and I'll explain why shortly. Is that to suggest that there is no
“real” place for poetry? No, not at all. Look what Dave Sims did with it, above, and with not much formal
training. Then there's Sonnet Mondal's collected international works, that I'll encourage the reader
toward referentially, with both humilityand a straight face.

First, let's decide what it is does for prose that isn't done in copy such as this, that you're now reading:
apart from various characteristics of style that vary from poet to poet, poetry uses a great deal of
space, as punctuation. In my friend's poems, above, what has been written can be easily broken down
into paragraphs -- and intellectually, it would still read the same.

Emotionally, it's a different ballgame. With the placement of key breaks and spaces, poetry is stronger,
while retaining a certain poise and calm that's (also) missing in “objective” writing.

And: by centering the copy -- with lots of space, both to the left and right -- and breaking the lines in
mid-phraseology, as Dave has done, it creates pauses. Now, most writers these days do away with space
out-of-hand, not 2 mention certain words (!) -- and, so, they do away with pauses ... at least formally.
But texters, as but one gigantic group of writers active today, send out text messages and emails which
all of them easily read, presumably inserting the pauses themselves, on the reader's end, by implication!
It's a brain trick, learned by lots of practice!

It's informal, as well, shall we say. There are very few classes in text writing. Yet already, an entire young
generation knows how to do it, never mind learning all the brand new rules! :-P

* * * * *

But even with all of its pauses, phrase-breaks and unavoidable “herky-jerkiness,” poetry is not easily
accessed by the pop culture -- unless it's dressed up as song lyrics. Hip-hop lyrics are a relatively new
form of poetry -- for its emphasis falls on the words, and not on the four-beat measures or background
music, which are commonly secondary. For that matter, all song lyrics are as often as not poetry -- only
with music added to further engage its “subjectivities.”

Poetry without added flourishes, however, is not very popular or accessible to the busy public.

We can make that a statement on these times, or not.

To that end, I'd say this: poetry is to prose, as jazz is to music. Some simply love both forms. But they
always manage to end up in a clear cultural minority. For in both, there's often simply too much
intellectualizing taking place. You really need to know music theory to play jazz well.

So, then: can poets influence major changes in our off-kilter world? Not likely. Without the pop culture,
historical movements of change simply don't take place. How many number-one “hits” did Albert
Einstein accrue over his career? None! Worse, what he had to tell our pop culture of value had to be
reinterpreted! Einstein spoke English, to be sure; just not a form of English most everymen-types-of
individuals understood.
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Poetry, as not just an art form, but as a unique form of communication, simply won't ring a lot of bells.
Worse, the reader is further required to slow down, just to stand a chance of grasping the length, depth
and breadth of any given poetic submission: there's too much nuance! Bleh!

Modern art suffers from the same ills. (Double-bleh!)

You want to change the world? … or at least have a solid shot at being read and understood?

My friend's poetry, while intended for the everyman, will find its way to too few citizens. It does have
the capacity as an exercise to achieve some limited closure -- which could apply to almost everybody.
Still, it is sure to be read by some -- including you, the reader here. (Dave thanks you for that, I'm sure;
and I certainly thank you, as well!)

Nevertheless: we'll repeat our question for you writers out there:

Do you want to influence change in the world today?

Then you've got to do this:

Shoot for the pop culture.

And just be careful you don't shoot at it.

Unless you bloody well know

what you're doing.
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